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Now that most of us have
recovered from the results of
the amazing end topsy-turva
election returns of last week
I join many of you in trying
to figure out "wha hoppened."

SIM? THE PANEL
IS NEWEST RADIO
INTEREST ON WFUL

of the Ken Tenn Territory

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday,
November 15, 1956
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Cayce Romps Over
South Fulton Loses
with many of those ballots Fulton: Tim Heilala. Calvert Shop at Murray Sunday night.
City: Verne Kyle,. Murray; and according to Police Chief 011ie,
Woodland Mills Team
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To
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-------- nave
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Reelfoot District Chair- gister open. The owners, Mr. The sale will begin Saturday far has been Splendid. The margin to 44-24 at halftime.
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Lawrence,
Earle
and
who man;
James Willingham, Ful- and Mrs. Russell Johnson, in- morning at 8-30 and will con- meeting will continue through Cayce
20 44 72 91 Fulton attack with 13 points.
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from
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(Continued on Page Five)
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saddened by the defeat of
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dicated that he still had lots dinner of the Obion County Mrs Margarette
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Obion County Schools, and tian Science porgram enables Friday night, Nov. 23, at 7:00 a. m. These two services are proud grandparents. Mrs. CharFOOD SALE FRIDAY
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preadult classes at Sun- County Hospital in 'Union City. ber 16 at the K. U. office, besonality, mixed in with some iation, who presided.
vious starting time of 10:15 a. ed to attend.
day School at 10 a. m. in the Mrs. Charles Hickerson is the ginning at 9:00 a. m.
Chandler bitters, springled ovFollowing the dinner the m. The Martin Sunday School
auditorium. The Central church daughter of Mr. and
er lightly with John Sherman group was addressed by Pro- Class program Is broadcast
Mrs.
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In
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT
HEARS PROGRAM Of
COMPOSER MOZART

GIRL SCOUT DRIVE
BEGINS FRIDAY;
MANY WILL HELP

ALMOST $40,000 MONTHLY IS PAID TO
COUNTIANS WHO ARE 65 OR OLDER

MANY FULTON MEN
ELECTED TO SERVE
ON SCOUT COUNCIL

Dress

WOMAN'S CLUB TO GOSPEL MEETING AT
HAVE FOOD SALE CHURCH OF CHRIST
SATURDAY A. M. DRAWING CROWDS

OBION TEACHERS
MEET HERE MONDAY

METHODIST CHOIR
SCHOOL PRESENTS
MUSIC FESTIVAL

Keep Your Eye On
A Girl Scout Gift
Fluoridation Progress Is Worthwhile'One
vex a movement to"add nut,1.(e4
rine in the water of Fulton was, mostly through ignorance of the true value
of such a thing, soundly defeated. It
shouldn't have been defeated; it
should have passed with as much majority as did the highway bond issue
endorsement.
The proper addition of fluorine in
-city water would be a wonderfullybeneficial thing,for trke teeth of the
young children of the community. As'
far as adults are concerned, we would
not have benefited at all, but, contrary to the noisy, drum-thumping of
the oppbsition, neither would we have
suffered. The program is heartily endorsed by medical science and is currently in use in more progressive communities around us. Ask your doctor
or your dentist.
It is perhaps a little-known fact that
a leader of the local opponents tofluorine does not, in fact, believe in
any form of medical assistance whatever, including polio shots for his
children, or vaccinations or other type
of immunizations for himself.
The opportunity to adopt fluoridation in Fulton will again return. In
the meantime, we--urge the thinking
citizenry to keep abreast of the wonderful progress that is being made in
this field by other communities, and
to attempt to discover, if they can, any
ill effects that have been caused.
You've been hood-winked. There
are none.

Count Your Blessings,
You'll Be Thankful
MORE THAN THREE hundred
years ago a pilgrim colony came out
of a winter of suffering and privation;
a tin_y band of men., women and children who braved a new world.. And a
governor named Braford said, "Let us
give thanks."
Nearly a century and a half later,
a man named George Washington
turned to a nation born cut of a cruci-,,
ble of pain and sacrifice to say, "Let
us give thanks."
Seventy-five years later, a man
named Abraham Lincoln came out of
a long night in which a people and
its destiny were caught in a valley of
crisis. And he, too, chose a day in November for a day of thanksgiving.
Today we look out on our world, and
somewhere perhaps a voice, wearied
by burdens, whispers: "What have
I for which to give thanks?"
"What thanks shall I give?" asks
a gray-haired man of 70 who faces
old age. which should be a sunset of
tranquility but instead is a nightmare
of want and privation.
For what shall we give thanks?
For life itself. In a cool November
twilight a woman, Ernestine Schumann-Heink, looked back 75 years—
years burdened by sorrows. And ?et

she was able to say: "To live is to be
thankful; to know night and day, and
changing seasons, to hear golden
laughter, and even to weep softly. —
just to be alive is to be thankful."
For what shall a man give thanks?
For glad laughter; for the child who
walks beside him, and in whose eyes a
gvat light shines; for grass and trees
and -water and -sunshine the- sustle ofoak leaves, and the friendly bark of a
dog; for neighbors and friends, and
strangers too, who pause in a teeming,
turbulent highway called Life to remind us that it is good to live.
Pity him who weighs his blessings
by counting what he holds in his purse.
Pity him who cannot feel a real exultation and a deep humility as he
says, "I wilt give thanks because I am
alive in a free America!" For in that
is the root of gratitude . .. the principle of divine law.—Zephyrs
There are two ways of exerting one's
strength; one is pushing down, the
other is pulling up.
When you have saved a boy from the
possibility of making a mistake, you
have also prevented him from developing initiative.
-- John Erskine
What are ye orbs? The words of
God? The Scripture of the skies?
Gamaliel Bailey
Wisdom is to the soul what health is
to the body.
—
La Rochefoucauld
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Mr. Paul Westpheling.
President
Radio Station WFUL
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Friend:
1Nneday night when the results of the eiectiOn began to
be definitely known, I was imn.ediately aware of the great
debt I owe you as the Governor of Kentucky for the gen-

1'"

MRS.
gRoDrum VAl.&4444.
"I don't like the way you're Battening?'

I/10.11 THE !"ILL'S:—

emus use of your radio time
in helping to acquaint the
people of our state With th.•
facts concerning the highway
bond issue.
I am delighted that the
people' gave such generous al,
proval to this pit'position because I know well that the
Wad bond program throughout
the state, which the bond issue will permilT will be of
enormous
benefit
to
our
churches, our
schools, our
State Park SysteM. all of the
merchants doing business along
the highways, to the Highway
Department itself,- and there'.
lure to every user of Ken
lucky highways.
'In varying degrees, the new
Highway
Program
will aid
every citizen of the Common.
wealth.
My feeling is that the radio
stations of the state 'Inade a
.very material cvntributlon -so
the passage of the bond issue
and I thank you on behalf of
Ai of us who instituted it and
for all of the people of Kentucky
A. B. Chandler.
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TURNING BACK THE CLOCK -

Sure sign of an old stove!

1111=.1111111r
,

Nev. 27, 1931

to people of this city was solA weddirIg of much interesi
emnized
Thursday
evening,
to their many friends was 'the
November 19, at the lenne of
marriage of Miss Doris Huddleston to Mr. Steve Wiley- the bride's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. L. Conley, in Ridgely.
which was quietly solemnized
Tennessee; when Miss Ruby
at the First Baptist church
Conley became the bride of
Tuesday evening at 710, the
Mr. Maxwell McDade of FulRev. C. H. Warren Officiating.
ton. Rev. Cooke, pastor of- the
Only the members of the imFirst Methodist church of Rid-.
s attending.
mediate famili,
gely
performed
the
double
Mrs. Wiley is the daughtei
ring ccremony
of Mr.. end M• - Chas. HuddlesThe tilde Milne a white stain
Fult(n's iro‘t
ton and one,
accomplished :Id charming
t'swIle. arid veil with
y.31.141g women-nrangt. blo..,tn wreath, and
Mr. Wiley e the son of Mrs.
ci.rricd a
touguet of 'sweet
Frances
Wi!• •
a . pepular
11rt in ; and baby breath.
young attorni
1 this city and
Th.• ConIcy home was .autia man of st.-ding qualities.
(il
with chrysantheTheir m-ny friends wish foi
mum, .fern. roseir and snapthem much 1,:ippiness and a
dragons.
long life of w•eiding bliss.
Mrs. McDade -wd's -beforç her
Immediately after the cereNew
left
for
they
mony
marriage a teacher an the RidOrleans and ottuir southern
gely grade school. Mr. Mcpoints. Upon eturn they will
Dade is the son 6f Mr. and Mrs.
be at home to their friends on
Will 'McDade of this city, and
Pearl Street.
Is employed with the contracting firm of McDade and McKeen,ulterest is being maniDade. Inc.. at present engaged
fested in the city election of
in building the concrete road
South Fulton. Tennessee. which
from Bardwell ts Berkely.
will be held on December 1st.
have anThe bride's parents honored
persons
Thirteen
the bride and groom with a dinnounced for anincilmen. They
are: J. D. Hopkins, Say Adams, 'her immediately after the cerer.:oriy, at which fifty guests
Gus Houston, S. N. Valentine,
were present. Mr. and Mrs. McM. L. Roach, Jess Mansfield,
Dade lel for Memphis where
Abe Jolly, B. L. Rawls, E. P.
Jones, Chas. Stallins. E. P. they spent the night, going from
there to New Orleans and HaBram, Wess Davis and Irvin
vana, Cuba. They will be at
Grimes. In the race for Mayor
home to their many friends
are Clarence Stephens, S. A.
upon their return at Bardwell,
McDade and Chas. Hutchens.
where they will make their
home, temporanly.
A wedding of much interest
itary conditions in filling stations through Tennessee; driving up and down the railroad
looking for fire wood, and last,
Mrs. Paul Weetpiteling,
but not least by any means.
Fulton. KentUciref.
scattering the propaganda via
Dear Friend Olga;both-newspaper and television.
Four yours ago I believt—Was going to cause something
understandan
I
had
you and
radical to happen,' and now
ing that one would write the
that "Happy" and the' G. 0. P.
other about this time of the
have taken over the tate, IT
year on election year. I thought
HAS.
then that it was only a temBut "they say' that "every
porary arrangement, and would
cloud has a silvery lining," alnot be a one-sided affair, and
so that "wi:ie rolks change,
that I would be hearing from
etc," so I know there is a
you this year, but now it bechance coming for you in- 19130,
-gins to trek like a permanent
and that you will live "happily
deal, and that I will have to
ever after". witieh yoti.so well
do all the writing.
-""
deserve.
First, I want to extend to
Now, tha_s that is off my
',you my deepest heart-felt symchest, I mZ. say th
-it while
pathy in yogr great loss, and
I thought Ikg would win, no
dark hburs of bereavement, one was more surprised than
and to assure you that there
I at the' land-slide. I did not
is a brighter day "just around
think his majority would be
the corner" for "My Dear Old
as great as Ur' 1952, but with
Kentucky Home", and adjoinsuch aides as Adlai, Harry_ and__
ing neighbors, with exCeption
Happy helping Ike every time
of the half-moon circle of Arkthey opened their mouths, it
ansas, Alabama, the Carolinas, could have not been different.
yours
and the native States of
I think the old time "mudand Petro'''. But by 1960 I am
slinging" and criticizing tactics
.confident they will see the
are a thing of the past with
light, and " get in _line".
most thinking people.
I' thought of, and intended
Personally, after being alwriting you Wednesday, mornpostively 'certain
Most
that
ing bright and early, but have
Adlai could not beat Ike, I
been waiting for them to beat
would have voted for T. Coleall the ballots out of the
man Andrews if possible, but
bushes and mountains, to learn
they would not let him on ttie
.definitely if the dear old State
ballot here. I think It is high
will- he properly taken care of
time for the people to let the
in Congress, and have just
old line parties know that conlearned since starting this letditions are changing; that each
ter, that "Happy" has killed
State knows better what is
the Democratic
party
back
best for it, than the "powers
there for all time to come, and
that be" up in Washington;
that you will be properly lookand that non-splitting of ticed after, or over, in Washingkets is a thing of the past, and
ton.
that intelligent voters of the
Upon receiving my copy of
future are going to consider
the News under date of Octoand study what a candidate
ber 25th, and reading your
has been, and done, and think
column, which I always do
less of what they promise to
first, I imediately realized that
do, and then forget.
the huslte and bustle over sanI was mighty sorry that I

\\
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mealtime
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LETTERS TO EDITORS

How To Make Thanksgiving Different

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
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All good things are cheap, all bad
things very dear.
—Henry David Thoreau

By d'Alessio
11.

The fund appeal of the Girl Scout.
of Fulton and.South Fulton is one to
which we can all respond with full
zonfide,nce that our contributions wilL
be used in one- of the most worthwhile
and valuable programs available to
girls.
The good will and public confidence
which the Girl Scout organization enjoys both here in Fulton and South
Fulton and in communities across the
nation is not just a happy accident.
It results from a well-developed and
creatively presented program which
fills basic needs of our young people
—the need to express growing personalities through working and playing together; the need to make decisions that involve them and to abide
by the consequences; tht need to
broaden their outlook through learn;
ing more about their own community
and the world they live in.
Your contribuCon to the Girl Scouts
will help to maintain its present services and to develop and expand its
program so that even more girls can
participate. Give and give generously
with the knowledge that you are helping where it counts most—the young
people on whom the future depends.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

By J. L. Walsh
JUST ABOUT every American family that can afford it will have a big
Thanksgiving Day dinner this year.
These families will celebrate the day
in three different ways.
THE FIRST FAMILY, we'll call
the Joneses, will have a meal that's
almost 'big enough to break the ta-ble. Thanksgiving is a big day for
them; all the family's home, and they
really do it up big. Everything is different: dishes, silver, food. Or almost
everything, that is. If you look closely at the Jones Thanksgiving you'll
see the meal begins the way their
meals always do. Everyone is courteous and well-mannered of course, but
no one is praying. No one offers a
prayer of thanks. The Joneses have
made a big celebration of Thanksgiving Day but. they've forgotten what
makes Thanksgiving Day a different
day.
At the Smith's, our second family,
more than food makes the day dif-

THESE WOMEN!

did not get to visit more with
you while back there in October, but as usual, you were
going in high all if the time.
I wanted to tell you how much
we • aporellatmt the fine lookyoungsters picture last
ing
Christi.'ils. They are' cartainly
bright ietelligent lookers,- and
see krow you are mighty
cloud of them, even tho -they
get ori your --rior-v•.ts-iveassiortally,-- and cause the gray
hairs to sprout prematurely.
With best regards for both
yourself and Petrov. I am. _
Yours truly.
(Name withheld by request).
When I get so I can spell
and write like a reporter, perhaps my letter will look better.

ferent. At the beginning of the meal,
Mr. Smith norvously clears his throat
a few times and begins a prayer he
hasn't said in a year, while everyone
uncomfortably shifts his feet and flushes a little red. Praying at meals is
something different at the Smith's
and anyone can see it. But at least the
day doesn't go by without some effort
to thank God for all His blessings.
WITH THE BROWN'S, our third
typical family, nothing seems different
at all. The meal may be larger than
usual and there may be more people
around the table. But not even the
guests seem uncomfortable •as Mr.
Brown begins the prayer and every,.
one bows his head. If they have been
to the Brown's before they know that
every meld begins and ends with a
prayer of thanks.
If we were to observe the Browns,
and people like them, a little more
closely, I think that we would find
Thanksgiving really was different for
them. I think we would find that they
gave thanks not just at mealtime, but
all day long. I think we would find
that they had gone to church that
moming and offered a sacrifice of
thanksgiving to their Creator and Redeemer. We would find them sincerely
grateful for all that God had given
them. Not just for a big meal, but for
sending His Son to redeem them, for
the truth and the grace to save their
souls -and enjoy eternal happiness in
heaven.
WHOM WILL you be like this
Thanksgiving; the Joneses, the Smiths,
or the Browns. It all depends on how
you use your opportunity to make
this Thanksgiving Day a different day.

Tat
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oven-peeking days are -over—from
yourthe lid-lifting,
day you start using a modern electric

range! 14

Cos

more "stand-by-cooking--you're free for other things

Ch

when accurate heat controls and automatic tinter.; t.'.3
over to turn out perfect dishes every time.
Your scouring and scrubbing days are over, too Walls,

ca
Comm

curtains and utensils stay bright much longer.
Buy a modern electric range from your dealer now!

0

WIRE FOR
MODERN LIVING
If your honk* locks 240 volt
ing for this and ott,•r

4;At...e

with

FULL HOUSEPOWER

Wk.

appliances, your dealer con advise you on plans for its installation. Our office will be
glad to offer recommendations
on any wiring changes or mi.
dItions you desire.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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take long with a tractor to
make a few rounds with a
plow or disk. This will asure
your wooded area from most
ground fires. If slat have sod
fields near a road, it would be
‘-ell to rake a fire lane around
Lthe fieFd, especially along the
roid. What little time is spent
I building fire lanes and the loss
I of sod you will destroy will
not compare with the loss eneciintered if the ;field burns
With JIM PirfOlt
--- It it a good idea to make
aurlasheral Agest,
s Casitrailkihra
a fire lane around old buildings used as hay or grain storFIRM SEASON
age.
Fall is a most beautiful seaAt this time of year there
son, in fixt 1 think the color- are thousands of jobs around
ful and restful effect makes it the farm to be done before
the. nest season of all, that is & inter sets in. You will say,
until springtime. The horror of "I will get to that next week''.
fall is that FIRE can change When next -week art Ives you
a golden countryside to char- could say. "I sure wish 1 hlici
coal gray with very little ef- 'one that hot week."
NEVER BURN A FIELD to
fort on our part. True enough,
fire is difficult to prevent in get rid of we ds. You will deswane cases, but ion the other troy valuable organic matter
hand, they are even more of a and kill few weeds. This orproblem to extosguish. Lets ganic matter cannot be purthink of a few simple rules of chased, in a bag of 10-10-10.
ashes remain, your organic
(,ti-the-farm
protective
measubstances went up in smoke.
sures.
First, a fire lane is a must Organic matter is natures only method of rebuilding soil
around the
oodslot It doesn't
and when we work against nature, we are fighting a losing
battle. About the only thing
you kill in 'burning a field
your time.
'
If you just have to smoke
around and in barns keep a
I take this means to es pres.
bucket of sand close by to
my appreelation to all who
stick your smoke in. Thi§ will
voted for me for member of
extinguish ttla fire comiSletely
the ('oanty School Board.
whereas by grinding it out
with your tx,t could leave a
Dletriet No. 1.
spark that could destroy 10
sears of hard work.
.1. Turner
It will not be long until tree
planting time. If you ,would
like a demonstration with our
•

111
,,

tove!

THANK YOU!

LAKE STREET LIQUOR STORE
ht.:rosa From The

:o buy
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Lake Street Ent

Coca-Cola Plant

All Favorite

PLENTY FREE

PARKING!

Bras&

HUNDRED';
of today's most wanted cobs
for home decoration,

Fulton

-

-

Tak• stau shining spark of rowtted
chief, Limit bright, dimpler.d,
and& with you wherever you
go, and with you through the
years ... hi a probssionidly
aniacie portrait thatcaptosasit all.

her things

imer.; t. • •

Nan Wilt Portralt3matIA MOW!
Coin, in And
it),
'

Children's

of
books

Cane phone,or will for an appointment
GAFtDNER'S STUDIO

too. Walls,

ger.

Commercial Avenue

Bing Hampton, WFUL's Sportcaster

printed by

On October 29, Mrs. Burrow
received a charter from the
Quill and Scroll for the Kennel.
The Quill and Scroll, an internntional honorary society for
high school journalists was organized April 10, 1926, by a
group of high school advisors
for the purpose of encouraging
and
rewarding
individual
achievement in journalism and
allied fields.
International in scope, Quill
and Scroll is connected with
no school or university. The
president is an advisor elected
by vote of the whole- sotlety.
Local chapters have been established in more than 3,000
schools in the United States
and Canada, and in a few
countries abroad, Austria, Japan, Philippine Islands, etc.
60,000 young journalists, from
schools
Outstanding
in the
quality of their publication
work, wear the Quill and Scroll
badge.
MembeIrshfrp in the society
may be secured only through

It looks as though the Cot- offensive punch.
ton Bowl will have it made
GEORGIA TECH 27, ALAthis New Year's Day. It will
SAVA 7. Tide feel the sting
be hard for its competitors to
-of an enraged Yellowjacket.
beat a match between Texas
Elsewhere in Dixie the cryA & M and Paorgili" 'Tech.
Just
wishful
thinking, but stal ball indicates that Georgia
wouldn't it be great if Ten- will upset Auburn by 6 points,
nessee could play Oklahoma. in Miami 'to defeat Orange Bowl
the Sugar? It's impossible for bound Clemson by 7, Mississipthe Sugar Bowl 'Committee to pi Southern over Florida State
come up with a suitable team by 1, ISU to upset Mississippi
to meet the Vols. The South- St. by 6, Duke over Wake
west Conference doesn't have Forrest by 14, Ga. Washington
an oustandinig team outside it's 21 over Citadel. Maryland to
champion. Of the Independents, upset South Carolina by 1
Miami. Fla, is the strongest. point, Louisville to take EastThe Floridians are out of the ern Ky. by 14 Murray over
running because of an NCAA EAST
ruling porhibiting them to play Western by 13, Navy 13 over
in a post season game this Virginia, Va. Tech 20 over
ear The strong teams.of the VMI, and West Virginia 28
East, Pittsburg, Syraca:sts or over Furman.
PITTSBURG 14 ARMY 7.
Navy can't be compagao • with
Tennessee. Wyoming
un- The top battle in the East with
Quarterback
Corny
beaten, but hasn't played any Panther
team Of nobility. I suggest for Salvaterra leading his team to
the Sugar Bowl a rematch of victory over the Cadet,:.
SYRACUSE 20, COL(ATE
Tennessee and Georgia Tech
Co. too
and for the Cotton Texas A 12 Jimmy Brown
& M to play Syracuse. Pos- tough for the Red Raiders, but fensive team, but the question
to be close.
sible but not probable.
can their defense stop the
YALE 12 PRINCETON 7. IF
Last- week the trusty crystal
Uclans. Here's guessing they
Elis
to upset the apolseart by
ball did its best job of the
can if the trip to the West
campaign picking 45 right and _handing the high-riding Prince- Coast dbesn't wear them out.
ton
team
first
its
loss
of
the
missing only 9 for 83 percent.
Also, I like Texas Tech by 7
It picked several upsets such season.
over
Tulsa, Texas Christian 14
In
Paaton
other
games
Colas Oren St. over Stanford,
over Texas, Houston 13 over
Iowa over Minnesota, North- lege to edge Boston L' by 1, Villanova, California
6 over
western over Wisconsin while Penn over Columbia by 3, Washington State,
Colorado 12
missing on Georgia Tech, Ala- Dartmouth 6 over Cornell, over Utah, Oregon St.
14 over
bama, and Texas Tech. he re- Harvard 6 over Brown, Holy Idaho, Southern Cal
18 over
Cross
7
over
Marquette,
Penn
cord for the season is now 319
Oregon, College of Pacific 7
right and 102 wrong for a new State 13 over North Carolina over Hardin
-Simons, Stanford
St.
and
William
&
Mary
7
over
batting average of
and John Brodie 6 over WashRutgers.
Now let's get down tio busi- MIDWEST
ington, and Wyoming to take
ness and a preview of the top
OHIO STATE 13, IOWA 12. its 10th straight by 28 points
games this
weekend. Abra Both teams ares-con-the-nation's over -Brigham-Young.
Cadabra, 01' Crystal Ball do top Ten list and
That's is for this weekend.
the Hawkeyes
your stuff.
figure to go to -the Rose Bowl, It's now mixed emotions time
KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL The Buckeyes to knock
more sweating out not only football,
DAVIESS
COUNTY
26. lustre off the Pasadena New but basketball as well. It's
MARION 13. This is the only Year's Day classic.
Woodland Mills at South Fulgame in West Kentucky this
MICHIGAN STATE 14, MIN- ton Friday night, you know.
week. The others are resting NESOTA 13. Wouldn:t
be too Next week I'll be around to
for
traditional
Thanksgiving much of a shock to find. the preview these and other games.
Day clashes.
.score just the opposite. This Georgia Tech vs Florida, KenTENNESSEE HIGH SCHOOL one figures to be nck
and tucky vs Tennessee. Iowa vs
HUNTINGDON 70, PARIS neck all the -way.
Notre Dame, Oklahoma vs Ne14. A repeat performance for
OKLAHOMA 27, MISSOURI braska. and Michigan vs Ohio
those two Volunteer Confer- 7. The last 'hurdle standing
in St.
ence teams in the Exchange the Sooners way for
another
Bowl game to be played at Big Seven Championship.
VasJackson Thursday nieht. The sar may be- admitted
to the
playoff contest to be slightly Con!eience.
chafer than the regular season
Rounding out other Midis-'
game. In that one, Huntingdon ern games, Baylor to
edge N.
won 27-13. Larry Sktewert [Ince braska by 7 points, Oklahons
again has the starring role for A & al 7 over Detroit,
Illinois
the Mustangs.
12 over Wisconsin. Michigan 21
M11 NIFORD 14, NEWBERN over Indiana,
Kansas St. 6
la The Northwest Conference over Iowa State, Northweste
rn
tilt will be played Friday night to upset Purdue
by 1, and
at Brownsville. Munford won Notre Dame to win its
second
the regular season game over game of the year by 6 points
New bean 27-14.
over North Carolina Tarheels.
COLLEGE
SOUTHWEST de FAR WEST
sotrr
ARKANSAS 21 SOUTHERN
TENNESSEE 12, OLE MISS METHODIST 7. The Hogs are
9. As close as the width of a either good or
bad and they
cats' whisker. What a perfect will be good
against SMU.
Try These OK
situation for an ambush. Ole Razorbacks by winning
this
Miss practiced against the sin- one could possibly be
in line
gle wing last week with Mem- fot a Gator Bowl bid
to play
phi% State and is strictly point- perhaps undefeated
Wyoming.
ing for the big one. John Just a guess.
Prices.
U-33
SDrurn" Majors will have to
TEXAS A de M 34. RICE 14,
play almost all the game if Bear
Bryiusts
Aggies
will
Tennessee is to suc,-eed. If the clinch the 'Southwest crown 13,
rols don't' falter in the re- winning over
the Owls. Pardo. SUITS 85c
fraining contests with Missis- 1 .is a ptrty.
sippi. Kentucky, and VanderKANSAS 21, UCLA 20. This
bilt, they should be declared is my sleeper
of the week. The DRESSES --- 85c
the nations No. 1 team.
Jayhawkers have a good ofKENTUCKY 28, XAVIER 7.
The Cats to enjoy a semPANTS and SHIRTS
breather befiire the Tennessee
REPAIR
encounter. Xavier won't roll
2 for 85c
over and - play dead by any
Radio and T. V.
means. The Ohioans have polished off .Louisville, Cincinnati,
Service
and Dayton to name a few.
TULANE 13, VANDERBILT
Call 1232-J
7. The Greenies to bounce back
Night Calls Accepted
after. the Alabama humiliation.
Vandy can't„ seem to find an

Jenkins At
Louisville Meeting. •

Carolyn

Carolyn Jenkins, Fulton was
one of 26 students of the University of Kentucky School of
Home Economics attending the
state meeting of the Kentucky
Home Economics Association
Nov. 1 and 2 in Louisville.
Miss Jenkins is the daughter
of Mrs. C. H. Jenkins, Fulton,
and is a graduate of the Cayce
High School. She is a member
of the YWCA and the Baptist
Student Union.

Daniel Boone first viewed the
"beautiful Levels of Kentucky,"
June 7, 1769. Boone tarried in
Kentucky until 1771, spending
most of this time in what is
now Mercer County.
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GIRL LAR COATS
f r sports - for iti5t
For sahaol
about anytime.. Heavy twill, water
repellent, gunk, I lidng; inner knit
cuffs. Sizes 10-12-14; red, blue
beige.

Over Spots
on Clothes?

tall office

°morrow they will be GROWN!

range! No

I The
K
The News)

a local chapter. According to
the Constitution, members must
be chosen from the students enrdlled in high school who atthe time of their election meet
the following requirements: (1)
They must be of at least junior standing. (2) They must
be in the upper third of their
class
in
general
scholastic
standing- at- -the time of their
election. (3) They must have
clone superior work in some
phase of journalistic or creative endeavor. (4) They must
be recommended by the advisor or by the governing publication. (5) They must be approved by the Executive Secretary of the Society.
The Quill and Scroll magazine serves advisors and editors of school publications in
the only practical manner 'n
which a magazine can be helpful by presenting authorative
articles dealing with concrete
problems on every phase of
newspaper work. A subscription
to the magazine is included in
the membership of students
elected to Quill and Scroll.
Spetial journalism
awards
and. creative writing awards
are given. Pennants and scrolls
are also available to members.
Scholarships
and
special
grants are given yearly.

FACED

fULTON PAINT & GLASS COMPANY
Church Street

by
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LONG.,

New la ferns,' Pittsioargi Poles Imludiog is. tows
'e Rubberized Satin Fini.h
.e Alkyd ilas "A all Paiot
Inattiel
ahhide Gloss Foastel

trisrurcs

1Ver---frOM

Pigskin Pickin's

Doors
a."

7444,

Kennel Receives
Charter In
Quill and Scroll

Fut t on

Phone 693

ANIONNIMMININI

mechanical p1 a n.t e r contact
your County Agent, Farm Adstager, Conservationist or District Forester.

FRANK PRUITT
110 Central Ave.
Fulton, Ky.

Eutton-down collars, as above, but
assorted stripe designs. Sanforized,
washable cotton; sizes 14-16. These
are $2.98 values for only

$2.49

WES-TENN

OK LIWNUkt &
CLEANERS, INC.

- PHONE 130 -

aler now!

Last
3 Days

VINO
240 volt wIr-

nges or od-

IPANY

Real
Values
For This

See Our Windows!

Hundreds atteneed and Shared in our
Value Festival -- Did You? -- Hurry In -Just Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
Left -- Buy Your winter needs at great
savings-- Here are iust a few of them!

DRESSES
Bargains -Many

$25

Sale!

oth•r mope

ohs, con ad•
for its in'ice will be
rnmendotions

WINTER COATS

Styles - All Sizes
In 3 Value Groups

$33.00 - $38.00

$9.00 - $12.00

Wool-tat-Ion-Ns Iiin

Re •IiLir Oh- RAYON

Short Sh.,‘
Slipane
fxrstly Wattled
Colors $3.99
Sloes Si to 40

199

PANTIES
„,‘,..,„,,,
1
ot,r.. $

3 Pair

Year Round

UTILITY COATS
Tweeds - Cheek!' - Plaids - All With

Groups - Hurry!

SWEATERS

Rain or Shine

00

Hats and Belts$
0lostly Millurn
lined
Reg. 019.95

99

Lightweight All-Wool Yr.-Round Fall

SUITS
severai Lengths - Smell Sizes Fine

Fabrics - Los ely 11.ininze

Values to $25.

$10 -15
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WORK STARTS SOON
house about 250 airmen and
•PIERCE STATION
several civilians.
From
Page
Continued
1
The first step in the estabMrs. Jeff Harrison •
Mrs. Charles Lowe •
have been working for himwith Stevenson's lack of warmEarle Clements
lishment of a million-dollar
self."
We want to welcome Mr. and th and grass roots appeal to
aircraft
warning
installation
Series E Savings Bonds are
Continued From Page I
The Democrats have never Mrs. Glenn M. Sams to our make one back of an unappetMrs. Alggie Hay is doing near Union City will probably
At that point a Texas re- had anyone in a job quite like ,-ommunity.
C
adapted to those who
ell
fine, after a few days spent in begin after the first of the
wing dish for Democrats.
porter, cognizant of rumors the one Clements will take
Cant to save regularly, but
Which brings us to one more the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and" Mrs. Edgar Gore
year,
Union
the
City
Messenger
that Johnson wanted Clements over. There always is a sena- :.nd Charles visited
Bob Demeyer is on the sick announced this week. When can a.fford only a small amount
Monday thing . . . if Chandler does
to become Chairman of the De- torial
committee. morning with Mr. and Mrs. run for the Presidency in 1960, list the past week or so.
campaign
completed. the installation will each month.
mocratic National Committee with a staff of half a dozen Jeff Harrison.
as he says he will, just what
Mr. and Mrs. William Long
and that House Speaker Sam pizesided over by a chairman
Mrs. Lewis DavisA_i ed Party ticket will he run on were in Dyersburg Monday- on
Ru'btii -wanted Paul M. But- -who is a
Wednesday with Mrs. George • •
. and who's gonna run
Shims.
ler to remain, asked Johnson
tor constable.
Mrs. Tom Brown of Provichairman
present
is Black and Telitha.
senatorTh
if he would back Clements for George A. Smothers of Florida.
dence, Ky. has been visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips
Butler's job.
her parents. Mr. and Yfrs.
who will continue in the post. visited Wednesday with Mrs.
Johnson then revealed that he Johnson said. -In the 1952 and Jeff Harriso.n.
Riley Smith, the lust two
Continued From Page 1
and other Democratic senators 1954 elections
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. William HarClements was
who
wish _tu be_ Girl Scouts
had, only last night broached chairman of the committee.
Mrs. Pearl Brice of Hickman
rison, Mrs. Lewis Davis and
and its purpose is to help girls is
to Clements the subject of beMrs.
spending this week with her
Jeff
Outlines Job
Harrison
visited learn skills and attitudes
usecoming executive director of
In describing the Clements Thursday with Mrs. George ful to them as future home- siiter, Mrs. Maggie Cape.
the senatorial campaign corn.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford
job, Johnson used a name fami- Black and Telitha.
makers and citizens and in the of Dyersburg
mittee.
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Evans
spent Saturday
liar
to
the
reporters.
"His
job
develimme
nt
of
resourcefu
lness with her mother, Mrs. Mattes
As evidence of Democratic
visited Saturday night with
something
will
be
like
the
one
and
leadership
.
Congressional strength in the
Rogers. Mrs. Rogers and HarMr. and Mrs. W. D. Inman.
The adult leaders of Girl old went home . with them to
recent election, Johnson cited Vic Johnston has with the ReMr. and -Mrs. William Jackpublicans,
"
the
Senate
leader
by DrSChaS
thf fact that -Clements ran
son and Carrol Ann visited Scout troops are volunteers but Spent this week.
FIRSONAL
REPRESENTATIVES FROM CHICAGO'
their
more then 80,000 votes ahead said, "but more important."
training
to
be leaders and
Saturday night with Mr. arid
Victor 1A.." Johnston, recog- Mrs. George
of the ticket in Kentucky.
Black and Telitha. the organization of new troops
BARD
IN LEXINGTON
nized as one of the most capSays It Is Greatest Loos
Visitors in the Jeff-- -Harrison- depends upon the many serGlyn D. Bard, manager of
"The defeat of Clements is able Republican technicians, is home Sunday were Mr. and vices of the professional staff Southern
State Fulton CooperIt you suffer from foot pains, or have diffithe greatest loss I could pos- executive director of the Re- Mrs. W. D. Inman and Mr. and and the council's office. All of ative, is
pttending a stockho'dculty finding shoes in your proper size and
the money 'raised for Girl
sibly have suffered," Johnson publican senatorial campaign Mrs. Coleman Evans.
ers meeting of the organization
width, don't miss this opportunityl
Scouting in this campaign stays
said, •"and the greatest loss the committee.
in Lexington, Ky. today and
wlithin
Or Scholl's own highly trained and experiDemocratic Party could have
and
is
used for the tomorrow.
Trained in Harold E. Stassen
work of the Bear Creek Counsuffered."
enced reprissentativ•• will bring to our
Minnesota school of politics, ASC Elections
cil which covers the counties
"He is able, co-operative, and Johnston worked for the Wisstore • complet• stock of Dr Scholl's
Continued From Page 1
TRIP
POSTPON
ED
attractive. If he ever did an
Remedies, Appliances and Arch Supports
Community V Western High of Ballard, Carlisle. Crittenden,
consin Republican leader,
Fulton
County home demonFulton, Graves. Hickman. Livwrong, it was to work Thomas E. Coleman, while School.
... plus over 1600 pairs of comfortable
stration
agent Mrs. Bertha Mcfor his country when he should Coleman was trying to win the
and
Individual community Elec- ingston, Marshall
McDr. Schows Shoos for men, women and
leod has received word that
Cracken.
presidential nomination for tion -Boards a•-e as follows:
children! Plan now to cons* in for a FREE
her
proposed
trip
to
Asia
has
Workers
participating in this
Community I: Thomas Bruce,
Stassen in 1944 and 1948 and
FOOT TEST of your stockinged fest'
been temporarily postponed by
Chairman; Curtis Hancock, campaign ui Fulton are Dr.
for Robert A- Taft in 1952.
the
tourist
agency
because
of
Crocker, Jerry Jk)nes, James
Johnston did most of the Vice Chairman; Thomas Allem Warren,
Ward Johnson, Bob the present world crisis. She
Staff work for Coleman's Re- Member.
had
planned
to circle the
Community II - Elmer Mix - McKnight, Ed Neeley, Nathan
publican
organization, which
Wade.
by
Upton, Carter globe, and had planned to
Phone 524
220 Lake
Fulton, Ky,
Selped Joseph R McCarthy de- son, Chairman; Homer Weath- Olive,
C. H McDaniel, Dr. leave Nov. 9th.
Teat Robert M. La Follette in spoon, Vice Chairman; Ray- Rudolph,
Ray Williams. Vyron
mond Champion, Member.
the 1946 primary.
Woods, Dr..
Community M: Donald Ma- Mitchell, Clyde
No higher tribute can be
Shelton Owens, George Terry,
paid in Washington to a poli- bry. Chairman; Joe N Isbell, Clyde
Williams. David Homra,
tician's professional capacities Vice Chairman; W. B. Sowell, Buck Bushart,
Gilbert DeMyer,
than to say he is even better Member.
Community IV: J. C. Bbnd- Bobby Lowe. and Ernest FalL
than Vic Johnston—which is
Mr. Joe Hall is the special gift
the way Johnson described urant, Chairman, George Hurt, Chairman
.
Vice
Chairman
;
James
Shaw,
Clements.
The money that these gentleMember.
"Sce Mr. FriendlyCan Follow 2 Interests
Conununity V: L. B. Aber- men'are frying to raise is urBecause Johnson apparently
gently needed for the confirmintends that Clements shall do nathy, Chairman; Martin Con- ation of
this program in our
der,
Vice
Chairman
;
Jack
Sutmuch
as
work for the Demotown. The Girt Scouts do so
ton.
Member.
cratic policy committee of the
much to help others. 'Help
Senate as he does for the senathem—give _as generously
torial campaign committee, the Methodist Choir
you possibly can.
new job would give the KenContinued From Page I
tuckian a chance to pursue two cock, Jr., soloist. The Bethlehe
m TWO AT GEORGETOWN
activities which interest him Choir, composed of 36
children,
Two stud( nts from Fulton
m o s t—the
behind-the-scenes 6 through 8 years of age, will
county are attending Georgework by which legislative pro- offer "Father, We Thank
311 Wainut
Thee" town College this fall it ‘k
Ph In!
,
posals win approval and the by Bassford.
announced
by
Registrar,
.1
planning of political campaigns.
An unusual arrangement of Foley
Snyder, today. They are
"Count Your Blessings" will be
SALAD DRESSING
Listen to WFUL for latest news' sung by a double quartette Harold E. Isbell. Route 4. Hick;•••i ni B.
Baia.
man; Virginia Isbell, Route 4.
• • Imo!
from the Youth Choir, with
U.
•
III el el
Hickman.
••
Joan Carter as soloist. Susan
Stokes will sing "Bless This
•House" as appropiate scenes
will be portrayed by several
If
young people. Other scenes
will be revealed as the combined choirs sing the National
Hymn "God of our Fathers."
The lovely hymn "Fairest Lord
At Our New Location
Jesus" will be sung for the
Recessional.
Accompanists for the program will be Miss Ella Doyle,
Youth Choir; Miss Carol Mc(On U.S. 45-W and U.S. 51 By-Pass)
Nealy, Bethlehem Chair and
LIVING ROOM GROUP
James Reed, Junior Choir.
The sanctuary of the church
2 CHAIRS, SOFA, 2 LAMPS
We Cordially Invite You To Visit
will be decorated in keeping
with the Harvest theme by a
2 END TABLES, 1 C01.-t-ta: TABLE
Us For Your Needs. We Offer A
committee of
Choir
School
Mothers.
Complete Service,
.The public is cordially invited to attend

• MIDDLE ROAD

Girl Scout

FREE FOOT RELIEF
DEMONSTRATION

Feet Hurt? ... Hard-to-Fit?

FRY'S SHOE STORE

Money

FRIEHLY
FinAncEiNc,v_

Male Whip

YHRH *11
1- 1:,

WE ARE NOW
OPEN FOR BUSINESS

Lowest Prices Ever'-

I

IN THE HIGHLANDS

—BIG PIECES

MARKUS
STANDARD SERVICE STATION
On the by-pass
in Highlands

STANDARD
OIL

Standard products
Atlas tires and
Batteries

SEE US — BEFORE YOU BUY!
"no

14 FALL SEED FOR COVER CROPS AND
) WINTER PASTURE. All kinds of Small Seed:
grass, Clover, barley, oats, rye.

i

OUR SEED CLEANING PLANT IS NOW IN FULL
OPERATION! Let us clean your Barley,—Clover,—
Kobe and Korean

IT'S PAINT UP AND FIX UP TIME
and time for that good HANNA'S Paint -- the
best yet. Complete stock house paint, farm paint;
interior or exterior.
SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY
OUR CASH PRICES ARE HOT !

"IT 13"
-YS" TO SHOP AT

itChttS c7fil SON
11) Phone 202

$109"

Music Department

East State Lime

Continued From Page 1
Mozart showed his remarkable
genius at a surprisingly early
age and his 625 compositions
are rivaled in number only by
Shubert. Among his vast collection were 3 operas, 49 symphonies and many religious
works.
Mrs. Hancock presented the
following musical numbers, all
written by the famous Mozart:
Vocal Duet—Religious theple,
Mrs. Win Whitnel and /Mrs.
Nelson
Tripp, acc by Mrs
Steve Wiley.
Piano
Duet—Serenade from
Don Cgievanni, Met1ames Fred
Jolley and Thaw Fagan.
Vocal Sol
on So .Piu,
Mn,., Rodney
acc. by
Mrs. 4A. W. -Haws.
Violin—Ave V enum, Mrsl
Margarette Sundwick,.acc. by
Mrs. S .M. DeMyer.
Piano Duo—Fantasia in C.
Minor. Mesdames Steve Wiley
and C. L. Maddox.
Clarinet—Rondo from B flat
Concerto, Mr. Arthur Roman,
acc. by Mrs. Roman.
Sextet
Alleluia, Mesdames
Charles
Gregory,
Hendon
Wright, Win Whilnel, • Walter,
Veolpel, C. R. Bennett andr
Hugh Pigue.
. .
The hostesses, Mesdames S. I
DeMyer, Jarn,0 Carter, Cecil I
Bolin, C. L. Maddox,. and C.
E. Benedict, Sr., served delicious refreshments of dainty
qindvviches and spiced tea ti
the members and three. visitors,
Mrs. Arthur Newsum, Mrs. M.
W. Haws, and Mr. Arthur Roman.
Several of the musical numbers were tape-recorded by
Mrs. Hendon Wright, woman's
director of WFUL and were
re-broadcast over /the statibn
on
Wednesday morning
on
Mrs. Wright's "My Fair Lady"
program at 9.30 a m. •

LIMITED OUANTITY — LIMITED TIME OFFER

fin

TRADE-IN-ALLOWANCE
'
ON HOOVER VACUUM CLEANERS
7111MIS.

..11.

NW'

•••••M•MIRMINIA

9 X 11 LINOLEUM RUGS

$4.95
ANICIIIIL.

2 CYCLE — DeLUXE — COLD WATER RINSE

SPEED QUEEN AUTOMATIC WASHER
$229.95 and your old washer
3 PIECE LUGGAGE SET - a real value - $19.95
.11111,111111,111/07/MX/E7:WYE, • —
•

• - s. 7,4 ow

,41.-wer • —

•

Wade Furn. Co.
"TRADE frith WADE and SAVE"
112 LAKE STREET
FULTON, KY.

PHONE 103
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and
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to those who
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DEATHS
JOE C. JOHNSTON

YOU

YOUR HEAR

Funeral services for Joe C.
Johnston. who died Saturday
morning, Nov. NI, at the FulLiving a useful, active life
ton Ilospital,-were - --held Mon- with a
-aiimaged- or weakened
day afternoon in the Gary Fun- heart is.a
matter of vital coneral Home, Greenville, Ken- cern to
10,000,000 people in the
tucky. The Rev. John Laida, United
States—the estimated
pastor of the First Baptist number of
Americans with clisChurch of Klein, and the Rev. cas,•s of the
heart and blood
Union City's elementary
Bob Martin,. pastor ef .the First.
F chools are in
Baptist Church of Greenville,
the throes of
We often speak of "heart an outbreak
officiated. Burial was in the
caused by ring
disease," but there are actual- worm of
the scalp. Already
Evergreen Cemetery, Greenville, under the direction of ly more than 20 different kinds some 22 cases at Central Gramof diseases of the heart and mar school
the Hornbeak Funeral Home of
have been diagnoscirculatory system. Taken as a ed and are
Fulton
being treated with
group, these diseases represent apparently as many
cases in
Mr Johnston was born in
our most serious medical pro- Westover and
Miles Grammar
eishfuhlenburg County, Kentucky,
blem, not only from the stand- school and
a few known cases
February 9, 1881, the son of
point of citizens affected„ but at the Union City
High school.
the Late Joseph F. and Elizaalso as a cause of invalidism
beth Briggess Johnston. He was
The history of the outbreak
and
disability.
Mai me('
to
which dates back four years
Miss Josephine
About' 90 per cent of all developed a new
Johnson, September 21, 1910.
chapter this
i
troubles
he-an
are
due
to
three
To this union three children
year, when several mothers at
main
disorders.
High
blood Central school became worried
were born, two or whom survive. One son, Reginald, pass- pressure and hardening of the lest the spread of the disease
ed away January 24, 1954. Mr. arteries that feed the heart not be curbed.
Johnston has held membership leading to coronary artery dislis the Baptist Church for ease occur most-often in adults company.
over 40. The other most comMr and Mrs. H. E. Smith
many years.
The Johnstons formerly liv- mon heart disorder, rheumatic and family and Mr. and Mrs
ed in Greenville and have fever, usually strikes children Ray Jackson visited Rev. Paul
and young adults although the Jones and family in Sassafras
many friends and
relatives
there They body was carried effects of the heart damage Ridge Sunday.
fr(aii the Hornbeak Funeral may be felt many years later.
Mesdarries Effie Roper and
Herne early Monday morning Fortunately, the patient is re- Marne Scearce shopped in
stored,
in
most
cases,
to
a
usearid laid in state in the Gray
Union City Saturday.
Funeral Horne from 10 a. m. ful life.
Almus Wall is slowly imRegrettably-,- there are many proving at Pus home after sevuntil time for the service.
heart
disease eral weeks illness.
Has leaves his wife, Mrs. thousands of
Jails. Johnston. two daughters, victims who do not recover as
Mrs. Jimmy Stahr and son,
Mrs Christine Batts, of Fulton they should. These people, too, Jimmy and
Mrs. Vella Hamcould
more
complete
make a
and
Mrs. Helen Erwin of
monds of Louisville spent the
Cookeville. Tennessee: one comeback with the right kind
week end with relatives and
brother, J. A. Johnston; and of understanding and the right
friends here.
one sister, Mrs Mattie Wells, kind of help and will.
Maurice Bondurant who
both
of
The knowledge and the medGreenville;
three
kgrandchildren and many other ical weapons to make such a taken sick last week is
the
relatives and friends.
recovery possible already exist. ing treatments and rest
Herbert Goulder, Oran Win- The number of actual heart Fulton Hospital,
Eugene
Lusk es' improving
stead, Joe M. Reed and H. H. cripples, complete invalids, is
Bugg served as pallbearers.
relatively small. But the num- nicely after an /operation in
ber of persons who are heart the Baptist hospital in Meminvalids simply , because they phis.
TRUSTEES- -MEET-"MTVeve
y are heart invalids
far too high. They can help
The Board of Triestees of the
Unlise•raity of Tennessee will themselves to make excellent
FULTON DRIVE-IN
meet Friday in Knoxville. at comebacks to normal or nearwhich time action is sought by normal living. To do it, though,
MOVIES
they
need the facts about thei
the l"TIVIR Alumni Association
IS
On
S. Highway 45
to expand the Martins. brarieh hearts and heart conditi
They
confidence,
need
ope,
to Include courses in education,
THURS.-FRI.—NOV. 15-16
liberal 'arts and business ad.- .n.1 the sympathetic understanding and help of
7 MEN FROM NOW
sir famminis: t
ilies and those clo t to them.
Randolph Scott (In color)
Above all, they
el the skillSATURDAY—NOV. 17
ful guicfance
a physician in
A BULLET IS WAITING
whom they ave full- trust.
Rory Calhoun
(In color)
tors agree that the
Mtist
—plus-aoutlocik
for heart patients has
The f-lloy. ing %vets, patients
ROBINSON CRUSOE
pessimistic. This pes1 cal hospitals Wednes- been
in the ,
(In color)
Is simply not Warrantday morning.
SUN.-MON. NOV. 18-19
H. ws Memorial Mrs Dave
Winfrey.
MY SISTER EILEEN
A remarkable little booklet
Amos Wil
Janet Leigh
Cinemascope
hams, Rt. 2, Dukedom; Mr.
cl dealing with this problem in
Mrs S. A. Wagner, Crutc eld;1 common sense language has
TUES.-WED. NOV. 20-21
-- W. H. Dunning. Ful
, Mrs. been prepared by Alton L.
THE KING AND I
Ronald Cruse, rui . Mrs. Blakeslee, the Associated Press'
Deborah Kerr
ater Val- nationally known science writGene Yates, Rt. .2
(techincolor)
Ha
ins. Rt 2. er.
ley; Oscar
anus Williams,
Water Valley;
Mr. BlakesLee's booklet, How
, David Hensley, To Live With Heart Trouble,
Rt. 3. Ful
Jr.. Fulton/Mrs. Stanley Bead- helps the heart patient underby, Fulton.
les and
stand and face his problems.
Hospital: Mrs. Curtis It also recognizes that the patiJon
Carey
Fulton;
Mrs.
Brcl(well.
ent's family is confronted with
baby, Fulton; problems and offers sound adtleman and
L 0. Carter. Fulton; Mrs. vice for helping them work out
• Glenn Pewitt, Fulton; Mrs. J. solutions
A. Brundige, Latham. Tenn.;
For a free copy of How To
Bertha Mitchell. Fulton, Mrs. Live With
Heart Trouble, write
Fulton.
Casey,
Jim
Kentucky Heart Associathe
Mrs.
Russell
Fulton Hospital:
Building,
Speed
tion.
401
Beckman. Rt. 1, Fulton; Mrs. Louisville 2.
Mark Harris, Union City; Mrs.
Fannie Craig, Clinton; Mrs.
John Thompson, Rt. 4, Fulton;
'Mrs. J. B. Nanny, Rt. 5. FulCAYCE NEWS
ton; Mrs. J. B. Barclay. FulFulton,
ton; Mrs James Wray.
Richard Browder, Rt. 1, Fulton;
Mary Ann Simpson, a stuA PROUD CHILD
Luther Pickens, Rt. 1.. Water ck nt at Murray college, visited
Valley: A. T. Brady. Clinton; her parents and relatives SatIS A HAPPY CHILD
Mrs. Ben Holland, Fulton; B. urday night.
Stephenson, Fulton; Mrs.
Playing a Wurlitzer
Mrs. Georgia Alien is very;
aert Workman. 'Crutchfield;
Piano develops pride
McAlister
sick
the
at
rest
Robert Higgins, Fulton; Mrs.
home in Fulton.
1 accomplishment.
setsharles• Wade. Crutchfields Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gadberry
Fr)4 Fulton; Mrs. Homer
visited his mother
Wetherspoon. Rt. 1, Fulton; M. and Freddie
Clinton Sunday.
C. Bondurant, Hickman; Mrs. in Mrs. Ray Jackson is in Mur- TIMM'S MUSIC DEPT.
Charles Bard, Water Valley.
Union City, Tenn.
ray this week doing some specIMNIMMIIIIMMMMMMOMMM."MMM=IIMMMIMMMMMMOe3•
ial work for the telephone

SCALP RINGWORM
HITS UNION CITY

HOSPITAL NEWS

..Jt

FU LTON

Hurry Last Two Days!
Audery Hepburn in

and Peace
Sunday—Monday and Tuesday
‘.War

ISEMMEIMMISS

THE C:1 c!.. pry locx AT THE NEW-LOOK PEACETIME ARMY!

).95

I Is

.celt",o4sogami./
Mode by
hitAFI
Item ite ••1.1. :did only
MIRAVI WNW
end speciul
51(115 relishes

The fungus-caused
disease
has a kinship with athlete's
foot, barber's itch, ring worm
of the skin, but is much more
difficult
to
eradicate
than
these. It.- is fairly common to
childhood, but rarely attacks
teenagers or adults and is
morseL common in the
much
male than In The female, according to information received
from Dr. Stevens Byars, head
of the Obion County Health
department.

Dr. Byars says there are two
common types of ring worm,of
which one is transmitted from
child to child. This one, he
lays, is extremely difficult to
eradicate by simple means, in
fact, many last for months under ordinary care.
The second type, Dr. Byars
explains, may be contracted
from pets or other children and
simple treatment carried out
persistently will control most
cases.

A & P SUPER RIGHT (12 TO 16 LB. AVG.)

Fully Cooked

A M.S

39,

SHANK

lb.
WHOLE or HALF . . .

16 TO 22

8 TO 14
LB. AVG.

LB. AVG.

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR THANKSGIVING
RIØiI
1geeMationad ( Poe T-Bon.

Heavy Steer Ikief

lb.

lb. 990

RIGHT

)lb.

Ready To Fry
(2 Lb. Box 1.49)

John
10-0Z.
PKG.

(
5
B
39
3d
.,..
ranges

JUICY FLORIDA

To SIZE
)

Yams

PUERTO RICAN
SWEET

CALIF.
JUMBO
PASCAL 24 SIZE STALK

SULTANA

JANE PARKER

Fruit Cocktail
3 1°°

A&P Peaches("IX:1M
lona Pears (AALT)s)
A&P Apricots (;7.1?-17t)

BAGL

10c Celery
19'
39c Cranberries :ruattl 9c

LB

GRAPEFRUIT Florida-5 lb'Bag

NO. 21h
CANS

Jelly Roll
(

) SIZE

SSC

CRESTMONT
CHOC. COVERED
SUGAR WAFERS

Dutch Twin

1 -LB.
'
PKG. 49

ANN
Pork & Beans PAGE

16 - OZ.
CAN

Corn

16 - oz.
CAN 13'

A&P GOLDEN
WHOLE KERNEL
IMEDDO - LAND
FREESTONE PIECES

Peaches

II-0Z.
cases

BANQUET
FROZEN

12-0Z
PEG.

-

STRTXT
MAN

10,

29-0Z. 290
CAN

Treesweet Lemonade
2
Turkey Dinner
Millers, Sealtest
Sweet Milk
Pure Milk .
Honey Graham Crackers
Nabisco Lorna Doone NM.
is
Sunshine Hi-Ho Crackers
FROZEN
CON C,

Vs- CZ AL
CTN.
BOX

954 OZ.
Box
ox.
BOX

SC)AF

Ajax Cleanser

raum")

CLOSED
All Day Thanksgiving
Close 6 p. m. Wed.

ib.496 ib.45c lb. 39c
rkeys
79c
4
Round Steak
c
Thick Sliced Bacon
2 89
55.
itoasniiiig39*Sh
Chiri
cke
ns(
?
3
T
•
a
:
R
.
q
i
r
l
p
t
mp
Ca
p'
n
Breaded
49c

291
591
46c
374
354
354

2 - BATH
3BARS
PrG 28
( BARS 27°

NATALIE

WOOD

THANKSGIVING WEEK
STORE HOURS

lb.496

4 TO 8
LB. AVG.

Aikrs FAMOUS OVEN -READY

Palmolive

dress awn!)

Phillips, Clinton; Emerson B.
(Continued from Page One) Tanner, Union City; J. U.
James Boswell, Clinton Max- Wiker, Union City; J. D. Kidwell McDade, Fulton; James well, Union City.
Warren, and Bertes Pigue, Fulton.
"Cat-Man” Kettle Lowe-Fenner
Heathcock,
Union 1:30 to 4:45 p. m. every afterCity; Foad
Homra, Fulton; noon with music sweet • and
so-re also elected as the Na- low, wild and wooly, rocking
- Council Representatives. and rolling, Sleety, lively and
' Council members at large in- yeaman.

YOU CAN PUT YOUR TRUST IN SUPVL LIGHT QUALITY MEV

TAB

HUNT
o •LiattNi ER
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elude the following: James
Many Fulton

Ice Cream
69C

ALL
FLAVORS

1 GAL
CTN.

•

A&P FROZEN CONC.

Orange Juice
6 &N°zi 95c
VOLUME NO. 7 ON SALE THIS WEEK

A&P's BARGAIN OFFER
Funk & Wagnals ENCYCLOPEDIA
Volume l-250
Other Volumes 99e Each
With $2.50 In Purchase
With Any Purchase

2 IL,
(g 27
'2
'
az 39
'

=err.

!he Girl
He Left
Behind"

Macaroni Dinner

Kraft

7 OZ.1
PKG.

Cashmere Bouquet LI
'
;;
'28
( 27,A
AZ 27'

Vel Liquid

12CAN
°Z

374

22 OZ.
CAN

654

Prices In This Ad Effective Thru Saturday,
Nov. 17th
Ionman P000 INTARIN

NMI SNP

BUT NOT 700 PAR DEMINOI

Sandwiehgpm

oto my WARNER EIROS.

SW ROYCE

bkriois• JIM DAMS•14,111T IMES

Also—News and Rocket by Baby (cartoon)

Lifebuoy

Soap RBEI 10' 2 uz 294
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Conservation Reserve Regulations Are Listed

The conservation reserve portion of the national Soil Bank
program will average about $10
a year per acre for Kentucky
farmers participating, says the
U.K.
Agricultural
Extension
-serviee--economirs-aettieii.
The actual rate of payment
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Eyes Affect General Health
per acre in the state runs from
$E. to 012, says Buel Lanpher,
While it is generally true that
economist. Payments vary be- Loans Available
For
ing
delivery
to consignees. it is impossible to strain our
tween counties according to
Overnight service will also be toes to the point of permanent
Grain Storage And
productivity .of the land.
provided between St. Louis damage, eyestrain can--and of-Deadline for the li_5) Program Other Farm Stru
.and-Memphis. Second morning -ten =-dors---entribute
ctur
es
Is March 15. 1957.
M. (). Champion, Chairman
deivery will be made on ship- widespread discomforts as
tnA Soil Bank base must be es- of the Fulton County
ments
between New Orleans digestion, nervous fatigue and a
tablished on the farm before Oommittee reports that ASC
and St. Louis.
general lowering s)( physical efloans
land may be entered in the con- are available to farmers
The Illinois Central began ficiency.
though
IC's
New
Servi
ce
servation reserve. All soil de- their ASC County office
handling trailers on flatcars in
for
Offers Fast New
rs equipped for trailer load-eae
pleting rrops in general will be the purchasing and erect
June. 1955, between Chicago in
ion of
used to determine 'this ,- Soil any type of new firm
and Memphis. The service was ing.
Key-Point Service
and
grain
Bank base. In Kentucky, such storage structere. He
originally limited to handling
Expanded
t -ailer-on-flatenr
crops are corn; small grains used that these loans bear an stated
less-than-carload shipments at
inter- service to inclu
Accurate
Wash tams sad agehal Ton
de the East St. regular Id tariff rates.
for pasture, hay or grain pro- est rate of four (4) percent
In Octfor
awl mar the motehlese
duction;
Insurance and Real Estate
tobacco;
soybeans; four years with the first pay- Louis and St. Louis areas
ober, 1955, the service was
WORKMANSHIP
beauty at this do Inns leers
announced by I. A Schellen- broad
commercial
vegetables;
Farm 1.0.1f1
ened to handle
and ment coming due after tit,
wall peke.
berger, general
sorghum. (Small grains include first year's storage of
merchandise shipments at rates compe
At
Low
Cost
Gorgeous *aims $
grain.
titive
lw A
1: te of Inte:e,,t
Railroad. The new service will
wheat, barley, rye and oats.)
to common carrier highway
Ready to taa. Rosy 5est
Watches, Clocks and Thee
termined for that farm. County beciorne effect
SEE
ive
Nove
mber
to
apply. On.walks
15.
rates between Chicago and I Meese of All Klnda LoseConservation reserve practices ASC offices or county
agent broad
Charles T. Cannon
does th• •verig• re".
include grass and legume seed- have details on the procedure.s tions ening pigev-back opera- Memphis. Piggy-back was fur- reedy !Repaired at Low Cast
to keen points on the Il- ther
roma at may ...
wry art
ings; pond construction; and tree
extended to include New
Gpnerally, the Soil Bank base linois
by—
('harlts ;v. fiurrotr
Central. which will in- Orleans in
planting.
is determined by taking an aver- clude
June of this year.
four
of the most impor- The Illinois Centr
ANDREWS
Exchange Furniture Co.
Farmers will be paid up to 80 age of soil depleting crops
al piggy -back
for tant stations on the railroad— fleet
percent of the average cost of the two years immediately
utilizes approximately 50
Jewe
lry
Phon
Com
e 35
pan
y
Chica
prior
Church St.
go, New Orleans. Mem- van
-type trailers and 36 flat.
seeding grass and legumes, i.e., ta the first year of the conse
r- phis and St. Louis.
costs of seed, fertilizer and act- vation reserve contract.
The schedule for the new We have complete stocks d Most Complete Stock
ual seeding work. For ponds,
Not less than five acres of
irs HERE
in West Kentucky
St. Louis service will make it
payments also will be up to 80 grass or legume land can be
The Sensational New Invention
put possible to deliver,
shipments ,
percent of the actual costs. if in the conservation reserve
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
and
certain pondbuilding specifica- not less than two acres of tree. leaving Chicago during the late
No Belts — No Straps —
artinoon and evening in East
tions are met. For trees, up to land, Lanpher pointed out.
No Odors
for HOME and FARM
80 percent of the cost of estabAnd the maximum payment St. Louis and St. Louis the folApproved by Doctors — The
lowin
g
Machines
morni
ng.
Shipments I
lishing trees will be paid.
any farmer may receive from
World's Most Comfortable
loaded out of St. Louis by noon
If
land
conse
propo
rvati
sed
on
for
grass
BENNETT ELECTRIC
Truss
reserve practices will arriv
e in Chiago shortly
and-legume conservation reserve any year is $5,000.
after midnight for early morn- I PHONE 201
FULTON
CITY DRUG CO.
already has a satisfactory grass
442 Lake Street
Phone 237
408 Lake St.
Fulton cover, the farmer can choose a
3- or 5 year period for keeping
.or
the land in reserve.
If grass and legume cover
must be established, he will
be
required to leave it in the program either for 5 or for 10 years.
Tree land must stay in the
you Can own
conservation reserve for either
10 or 15 5years.
There are certain restrictions
on land put into the conservation reserve. For instance, the
farmer must control noxious
Sewing Machine?
weeds; he cannot harvest any
crops from the land nor pasture
'it at all; must comply with
acreage allotments (such as tobacco. Corn or wheat); maintain
Will Influence the shap
e of cars for years to come
a satisfactory cover for erosion
, Jet-Flo Bumpers to V-angle
Here
it is_ Mercury for 1957_and
tail-lights. And bigcontrol; harvest timber only by
it's a bombshell
ger in every important dimensio
that
will
rock the industry. The first drea
approved forestry management
n_length, width,
m car you
and wheelbase_headroom, leg room
practices; not cut Christmas
can own, not just look at. Dream-c
, and shoulder
ar
new
in styling,
tree, greenery or ornamentals;
room. It's dynamite_a totally new car
ride, power,and features. Drama
that brings
tically different from
and not use conservation reserve
the dream world of tomorrow to radia
nt reality today.
ponds' water water except for
piping to land on his farm which
IS not in the- conse
rvation feserve prograni. Then, the watc r may be used only for live
A WEEK stock purposes.
Eligible land? It must be
threridernonstra.ien cell Of
cropland or "tame" hay land.
arammitainea
("Tame hay" land in general is
11111—Z-411 -161/211.0
. NECC;it
land from which hay has been
cut in the 'last two years but
-which was not recor
ded as
cropland.) County ASC caices.,
have the cropland facts for'Most I
farms.
It would be possible for a
Kentucky farmer to place pracSTORE
tically all his farm land in the
UNION CITY, TEN-N.
conservation reserve program,
Lanpher said. He noted thdt bePhohe 36 or 567
fore this can be done, a Soil
Bank base must have been deTI',.
or Pha•ron Sedan —art-3436hp w,th
n••• 290 hp

PIGGY BACK
FREIGHT EXTENDED
TO ST. LOUIS NOW

Super
Kern-Tone

BURROW CANNON
& BURROW

89

RUPEUVE

DAYTON V-BELTS

SEE IT TODAY!

1211D YOU
KNOW TM/

DYNAMITE
FROM DETROIT

a new

NECCHI

only

LIQUORS

$1°'

BLACK & WHITE

Tyrnpii• Co,,., V-8

"I said

New Tflephone.
Directory
CLOSES
Soon!"

Last Cali for...

114Wele

THE BICr M FOR'57
•

with

DREAM-CAR DESIGN .

Everything that counts in a carhas

been changed drama t ic;i I ly! Tem
!ry
for'57 presents: Dream-Car Design • Big
gest size increase in the indust
ry
- -Exclusive Floating Ride -New Keyboa
rd Automatic triuismission Con
trol
-New 255 and 290 hpV-8 engines -Exelu
sive Power-Booster Fan • I weam-C
ar
features everywhere you look.Stop in_
see how'the Big m outdates them all:

a

EXTRA LISTINGS ... CHANGED LISTINGS...
NEW LISTINGS ... ADS IN YELLOW PAGES
Your son or daughter would enjoy that "I'm
in the phone book" prestige. And personal
hstinga are valuable to members of the fendly whose names differ from yours. Too, additional listings for key members of your
firm are real business builders. The cost is
low. Please notify us if you wish to make any
changes in your present listings.
MR. BUSINESSMAN: Your ad in the
Yellow Pages sells for you every day in the
year. Call the Telephone Business Office.

Southern Bell Telephone
and Telegraph Company
•

The Monterey Phaeton Coup0_0
new high in beauty and luxury for Morcury
's lowest pnc•cf writs

SEE THE BIG, BIG, BIG M AT
YOUR MERCURY DEAL
Don't mis., the his televi.;ion hit, st
ER'S
DI. ED SULLIVAN. SHOW." Sund
ay eveni
ng, 7:00 to 8:00. Station KU%

hinny' I

GOULDER MOTOR COMPANY
Highway 45, North

••1
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Diary of Doin's

one Walker of Fulton . ., and
we will surely be in the
"cheering
section" for
her
when she goes on this interesting trip to the Windy City.

By Mary Nelle Wright

sag Yon
winking
ss kiss
$589
te
474
Wee OW
I hire CO.
hurch St.
Centucky

!37

Mrs.
Frank
Browder
of
Union City Highway enjoyed
a visit from her daughter,
Helen Fay May and two little
daughters of Chicago last week.
Helen Fay and Bobby have
lived in Chicago since they left
Fulton.
Felix
and Eurnice
Bright of Nashville visited in
Fulton last week. Mrs. J. S.
Murphey of Jackson. Mississippe visited Mr. and Mrs. H.
Murphey in Fulton last
B
week . . . Mrs. George Rushton returned home last week
after having- spent two weeks
with her children, Mr. and
Mrs. Jess Rogers, Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Rushton and Mr. and
Mrs. Kayo Rushton in Detroit
.Mr. and Mrs. William F.
. .
Martin and son, Billy, of Alburquerque, N. M. visited her
mother, Mrs. Oris Walker on
Third Street last week. We
remember that Mrs. Martin is
the former Frances Walker
who alweys lived in Fulton before she went to New Mexico
to make her home. By-way-of
grapevine
we learned
that
Frances' two and ole half year
old son is quite a "live wire".
And we will add—that if he
looks at all like his mother—
he is surely , a
handsome
youngster._.The Martins returned to their home Saturday.

Murphy, Mrs. Gene Hatfield,
Miss Anne Latta, Mrs. Herbert
Hunt III of Mayfield, Mrs. Hot-.
ton
Baird, Mtn.
Hendon
Wright, Mrs. Lawrence Holland, Mr, Danny Baird, Mrs.
George Doyle, Mrs. Claud Freeman, Mrs. Charles Fields, Miss
Mary Swann Bushart, Mrs. Ual
Killebrew, Mrs. Arch Huddleston, Mrs. Louis Weeks, and
Mrs. Harvey Caldwell.

'Twas a BE-AUTIFUL DAY
Saturday for all of the folks
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady"
ho went up to Lexington to
every
st.e the U. K.--Vindy football
day an WFUL at 9130 a.m., Monday through Friday.
game. Among those who-made
the trip .were Gene and Vivian
Williamson, Sara and Dr. Ward
Friends may emue
Jane
White
was ......honored
.and friends May go... but the Bushart, Noy and Laurence
Holland, Joe
and
Maureen
with a lovely breakfast last
ole home-town goes.on forever. Nobody knows this Trees,
Mozelle and
Charles
Thursday morning at 9:30. Hosbetter than the folks who take up bag and baggage Gregory, Betty Gregory,
Mary
tesses for the occasion were
and move away from the ole home-town . . . for Ann Hill and Charles Binford.
Cordelia Fields, Louise • KilleGregorys were guests of
brew and Mary Swann Busonly their belongings and their persons are re- The
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Gregory
hart.
moved,. .. the roots that they planted in the ole in Lexington. Jane White and
The table held as its cenhome-town grow deeper each year •.. and we might Ann Latta went back to their
terpiece a beautiful arrangeAlma Mater and stayed
ment of fall mums cleverly
say that the love and sentiment they hold for the dear
in the fair city for a longer
combined with grapes.
familiar street-corner, main street, the deb.. old visit. Bob and Irene White took
Invited guests were Jane,
Bud and Ann Fall to the
home-place grows!
her mother, Irene White, Betty
ponder with each passing year. son,
game. Ruby and Maxwell McWeaks, Andy EleMYer, Mary
Almost every week we are Those summers we spent at Dade also attended and
spent
Nelle Wright, Montez Baird,
reminded of this when letters Dawson Springs are never to some time (as much as posJoan Baird, Ruby
McDade,
oome from far off places of be forgotten.
sible) with son, Max, who is a
Florence Beadles, Nelle Gibsthese
United
freshman there.
Here
There
States
from
on, Norma Owen, Maree Buspeople who once called Fulton
Congratulations to Janet
Seen at the game were sevhart, Sara Bushart, Myrtle
"home." Nearly all the letters
Doyle, Lois Jean Miller, Ann
Walker, daughter of Marge eral from Hickman including
are keynoted by nostalgia for
Holland, Ann Latta and' Ann
and Cloys Walker of Clinton. Jessie Lou and "Duck" Goaldfriends, relatives and home . .
McDade Hunt of Mayfield.
Janet won the 4-H Club Tal- er (and if memory serves me—
and our pleasure knows no
ent Contest, according to a they were rooting for "Duck's"
bounds as we receive these let- wire
Mater—VANDERBILT).
received
by
Hickman Alma
Many other parties are being
ters and' enjoy turning back
Guy Hale and
County
Home Demonstration Cindy and
planned for Jane White includthe pages of time as we recall
Agent, Mrs. Batts. Jane will go daughter, Linda were there—
ing a dessert bridge Friday
many of the people and events to Chicago November
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Taylor evening at the Bertes
Mrs. Harold
29th for also Mr. and
Pigue
that those letters recall
have
returned
from
Hot home on Third Street. Hosthe National 4-H Club congress Wiley
Springs, Ark, where they spent tesses for the party
Last week I was so very Where she will participate in
will be
three weeks . . . Ernest Han- Ramelle Pigue and
happy to have a nice letter the National 4-H Club Talent
daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Culli- cock,
and
from
Jr.
family
of
HanMaude
Pickle
(Mrs. Contest. Janet. you remember, per, Mr. and Mrs. Happle Bell,
Carmen Depp of Owensboro,
nibal, Mo. visited relatives and Ky.,
Arthur) of Big Springs. Texas. plays the Hammond organ and
Belle
Whitesell
and
and
Lorene
Mrs.
Lewis
_
of
friends
Fulton
Mow well wt remember all of we know
in
last week... daughter, Betsy Whitesell.
she will
be tops Alamo, Tennessee were guests
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Bizzle left
the good times our family and among those youngsters in the
Saturday afternoon at 110
of their uncle, Walter Permen- Fulton last Thursday
for Key Norma Owen and Nelle Gibson
their family shared together— talent groups in Chicago. Janet
ter and Mrs. Permenter one West. Florida
where they took will entertain for Jane with a
back in the good old days! is a niece of Glenn and Mai- afternoon
week. Other the plane trip to Havana,
last
Cuba. dessert bridge at Nelle's home
visitors in the Permenter home
They will spend two weeks in on Carr Street.
were Mrs. Lucy Taylor, Dean
the Cuban city as guests of
Wednesday night there will
and Treva Terrell, Doc Johns their
daughter, , Mrs. Hank be
another
mother-daughter
and Mr and Mrs. Robert Ruck- Brandon
and
family. Otha party for Jane when Ruby McLinton of Chicago is in Fulton
Bob White, Arch Huddleston( visiting his parents, Ruth and Dade, Ann McDade Hunt, Mary
Jr. and Paul Boyd are home Clifton Linton on Cedar Street. and Ann Latta entertain at the
again after having spent an Linnie and Ted Clark had in- McDade home on Third Street.
11 INCH
EXCITING ten days in South teresting guests over the week- This will be a dinner party for
Dakota. They went pheasant end, they were Mr. and Mrs. several couples.
01,7R ALL
Mrs. Charles Bousch, sister
hunting, you know. and—of Arthur Kaatz of Chicago. The
DIAGONAL
of Matt DeBoor, of Lexington
COURSE—they
got
the
LIMIT.
Kaatz and Clark families Fere
k
263 30 IN.
Bob told us of the friend he neighbors in Evanston, Illinois will entertain for Matt and
has out there who has a UNI- —so of course, while the Jane with a luncheon on
VIEWABLE AREA
QUE style for hunting. He Kaatzs were enroute to Miami Thursday at the Rebel Room
hunts fox VIA plane—and with —they enjoyed an overnight of the Derby Cafe.
Thursday evening Florence
s
SAWED-OFF shot gun! We visit with Ted and Linnie....
Beadles and Elizabeth Caldasked Bob if HE did any This weekend
Ted's brother, well, aunts of the bride-elect,
hunting in this manner—and he Harry
Freeman Clark
and
gave us a very emphatic NO! daughter, Kathryn of .St. 'Louis will have a dinner for the
Bob said, and I quote, "It was will arrive for a weeks visit family And the out-of-town
wedding guests at the Frank
all I could do to RIDE in a with them.
Beadles home on Third Street.
CAR with him. He drives a•
Mr. and Mrs. M. J.- DeBoor,
bout 110 miles an hour!" We're
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Peof Lexington will be hosts
glad our Fulton "boys" stayed witt are the HAPPIEST par- Sr.
at the—rehearsal dinner for
on the ground--and are safely
ents—now they have learned the
White-DeBoor
wedding
home again!
that their boy and his family,party and out-of-town :guests.
are SAFE. Edward, their son. The dinner will be given at
Elva and Ernest Fall left his wife and little daughter the Rose Room at Smith's Cafe.,
Cairo,
living- in
Sunday for Louisville where have been
Sara and Dr. Ward Bushart
they attended an insurance Egypt for the past few months. will entertain for the popular
1,11111,1111111 Pala P011t MOTOSOLA TV
TN TIM
convention.
Miss Vera Beck- They were evacuated to Alex- couple with a wedding breakham of Frankfort and Miss andria, Egypt when the fight- fast at their Third Street home
SW SCUM INATOONG SWIVEL BASS CABINET
Louise Beckham of Clinton ing started--then they were on Friday morning.
Big bay for small budgies
scssaaal
Anent the weekend in Fulton sent by ship to Naples, Italy.
Ad••nead 4-Star Power
with their sinter, Mrs. Ernest Edward sent his parents a
Chassis. Right-Up-Frost
It may be darkest just beoontrola. KRIM Charcoal; or
Jenkins and Mr. Jenkins . . . cable which read: "We three fore dawn, but things can alMahogany se Blond grant
Mrs. John P. Bard and daugh- have arrived safely in Rome, ways be brighter for owners
fish& Modal 21T31.
Savings
ter, Susan, and Mrs. Earl Bard Italy, Albergo Plaza. Love, of
Uruted
States
$19.9!
masisims snivel base
of Water Valley have returned Edd. (We are happy tor you, Bonds.
home after attending the Ken- Mr and Mrs. Pewitt).
tucky Synod at the Woodland
Cumberland
Presbyterian
being
Among the parties
Church in Paducah. Mrs John given
Jane
bride-elect
for
P. Bard
was a Presbyterial White, who will be married to
Main Street
Fulton
delegate from the Mayfield Matt DeBoor on Nov. 24, was
Presbytery.
a levely luncheon in the Rebel
Room of the Derby Cafe Wednesday, Nov. 7. Hosting the
affair were Kathryn Browder,
Ruth Williams, Clarice Thorpe
and Mary Shepherd.
A three-course meal was serdecorations
ved. The table
were chrysanthemums and ivy.
Miss White was attractive in
a beige dress and hat. She
wore a gift corsage of chrysanOur exclusive
themums. Her hostesses presadaptation of
ented her a gift in her chosen
pattern of silver.
Guests present were: Mrs.
.11.111?El 11E1)111'1?.\-ti
White, )4ra. Bob White, Mrs.
H. R. Owen. Mrs. Eugene Katterjohn, Mrs. C. E. Hughes
and Mr, Fannie Ezzell, all of
SUSI
;" Mrs. Clyde Williams,
---j°aducati.
Jr.. Mrs. Frank Beadles, Mrs.
Leslie Weaks, Mrs. W. Booth
of Charleston, S. C., Mrs'-H. H.

$179.95

WADE'S TV SERVICE
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Happy -- Birthday: 'Nov. 17:
Shirley
Mann Wade, Tony
Slayden; Nov. 18: W. L. Holland; Nov. 19-: Mrs. Sam Short;
Nov. 20: Stella Lowe, Mrs. J.
T. Brundige; Nov. 20: Mr. Ernest Smith, Mrs. Billy Slayden;
Mrs. James Sublett; Nov. 22.
George Edward Moore, Rebeccah Hancock, Fred Sawyer.
MR. AND MRS. GRIFFIN
WERE HOST TO THE
PIERCE-HARRIS CLUB
The Pierce-Harris club met
recently with IMr. and Mrs.
Hoyt
Griffin
with
twenty
members and three visitors
present.
The meeting was called to
order by the president and the
group read the club creed. The
song "Onward Christian Soldiers" was sang and the devotional was given by Mrs. John
Smith and was taken from the
second chapter of Hebrews.
Mrs. -Cora Panne! and Mrs
M. N. Parker Were added as
new members.
The club adjourned to meet
in November with Mr. and
Mrs. John Smith.
HOMEMAKERS SCHEDULE
FOR NOVEMBER
Cayce, 15, Mrs. W. B. Sowell,
10:30; Montgomery, 15, Miss
Jlona Roach, 10:30; Palestine,
16, Community House, 1030:
Victory, 20, Ltxigeston, 10:30,
Room,
Club
Hickman, 21,
10:30; Crutchfield, 27, Lodgeston, 10:30; Fulton, 28, CumberChurc h,
land Presbyterian
10:30.

THANKSGIVING SERVICE
AT CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SOCIETY
Spontageous expressions of
gratitude for God's goodness
will he /eatarad at the Thanksgiving service annbunced by
_ChrUtUte. Science Society, 211
Carr Street in. Fulton for 11
a. m.," on Thanksgiving Day.
All are invited to this special
service. The voluntary testimonies front the floor will include gratitude for spiritual
growth, physical .healings and
ether ble-sings.
A Lesson-Sermon for the
day entitled
"Thanksgiving"
Will emphasize the importance
of living one's gratitude to
God. To be read in all, Christian Science churches, the Lesson-Sermon will consist of selections from the King James
Version of the Bible and from
the Christian Science textbook,
"Science and Health with Key
to the Scriptures" by Mary
Baker Eddy.
The public is invited.

Special Dry-Skin Lotion
This new, richer, non-greasy,
pink beautifying lotion really
softens dry hands, elbows, legs.
Magical Silicones! And other
powerful ingredients help heal
and protect skin against even the
worst weather and work. 12 oz.
now $1.00

Hormone Hand Cream
If you prefer • eream ...let the
'deep-moisturizing"•ction of
precious hormones smooth and-poften away aging roughness
trod within. 4 oz. now $1.25

JUST WHAT
THE BABY NEEDS
be found in our
baby department. Baby
Gifts and everyday
necessities.'
Gifts Wrapped Free

ran

WES TENN DEPT.
STORE, Inc.
Fulton

Tor beauty the!modern way

Dorothy Gray
Evans Drug Store
"THE REXALL STORE"
Lake St.
Fulton

Exclusively Ours — Exquisitely Sheer
FULL FASHIONED

MOOREWEAR

INTRODUCING

NYLONS

THE NATASHA CUT

•60 Gauge - 15 Denier
• Neat Even Seams
• Even,Pair Perfect
• Peinfnrred Heel rierl Toe
•Snaa P,,cictrInt Finish
•Sizes 81
/
2to 11

Complete hair style.

JUST RECEIVED!

S2.50

A Car Of
ALABAMA BRILLIANT
Audren Hepburn. Co-star of "War and Peace". currently
play ins at the Fulton Theatre this a eel( thru Saturday.

We are pleased to
announce that
ZANE TAYLOR
has joined our staff
of operators.

••••

It's a delightful flatterer that's exquisitely feminine,
yet as easy-to-manage as it is lovely-to-look-at. Come
in and let us atyle it to your own features in a becoming version that will be personally, beautifully yours.

OUR SPECIAL SOFTY PERM ANENT—$10.00
4.

JEWEL'S BEAUTY SHOP
Jewel Myatt, owner and operator

606

Mary Arrington

Arch Street, Fulton
REVLON'S COMPLETE LINE

• High In Heat
• Low

Ash

(Less than 3%)
• Once You Buy It,
You'll Always
Buy It!
Stoker or Lump
Immediate Delivery

Zane Taylor

Phone 739 for Appointment
OF BEAUTY AIDS

Kum

CITY COAL (0.
TELEPHONE 51
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How Christian
- Science Heals

U-T ENROLLS MANY
FROM THIS AREA

•

Don't shoot the mail nian
folks, he's doing the best lie
can!
fc• Your mail has bests reaching you thirty minutes later
than usual and there's a reaeon for it. Postrnaster
Jack
Carter says that changes in
tram schedules and postoffice
neeessary to delay deliveries on
local and rural routes thirty
minutes.
• The news in that letter will
grandchildren.She held membership at the be just as good, even better if
Crutchfield Baptist Church for you wait patiently for .the
many years:"
ft.ithfui postman to appear.

"YOUR SUPPLY
71 nv students fr(,ni Obion
ALREADY AT HAND"
Weakly county are enrollVert%(um Ste.) Sunday iC sin and
ed
quarter

••••••••••••••••••••••,...

Clinton
Chainsaw
J
As Low

for the fall
at the
l'niversitv of. Tennessee's
Knoxville colleges.
Students from these counties
who completed registration by
19 includes the floluWirig:
OBION—James Carrot HarElbridge, Peggy
rison/
M.
Chureb. Robert Taylor Wigdor,
Hornbeak; Paul Reed Newmon,
Betty Jane Patterson, Kenton;
Donna Gail Patterson, Peggy
Lou Stover, Obion; David Herbert Heckler, Polk; Donald
Glen Hovis, Rives; Richard
Herman 111°11ov:ray. South Fulton; Mary Evelyn Davis, Charles Edward Denning, Troy;
Adkins, Hugh
Kathryn
B.
Stockton Adkins. William Mar-

-v•

PONTIAC CUSTOM CATALINA SEDAN—Longer, lower Star Flight styling of the luxurious 1957 custom Catalina sedan combines with the powerful new V-s engine and the
more responsive Strato-Flight Hydra-Matic transmission to make the new car the most
exciting ever offered by Pontiac. Body finish of Lucite lacquer in "dre;pm car" colors
and upholstery of fine hand-buffed leather are featured on the Star Chief series. The
sleek Catalina four-door hard-top model is also offered in the Super Chief nd
series in 197.7.

$159.50

WALDROP

With Guide Bar and Chain

Theatre — Union City

• QUICK STARTING
• FAST CUTTING
• FINGERTIP CONTROL
• 30 DAY WARRANTY
Positive quick starting in
any climate — any temperature with special high voltage magneto.
Powei for cutting any timber. Handy fingertip throttle
and oil plunger controls.
Available in Transmission
or Direct Drive Models

Two Factory-School
graduates available for
sales and service!
CALL 559
For Free Demonstration
(Day rental if desired)
Complete Serve

SPECIALIZED
SERVICE
Commerc:al Ave. -- Fulton

ALWAYS
A GOOD
SHOW
FRI.—SAT. NOV. 16-17
BACK FROM ETERNITY
.knita Ekberg—Robert Ryan
EXTRA Added SAT. only
Reeky Lane Western
SUN. MON--sPUES
NOV. 18-19-20
in glorious color
PEARL OF THE
SOUTH PACIFIC
Virginia MAYO
Dennis MOFtGAN

.1• SPACIOUS 40" LONG
• ROOMY DRAWER COMPARTMENT
• •SOUD BRASS DRAWER PULLS
••BRASS WPM RAO( LEGS

vin Anderson, William Perry
MRS. SftRAII C!"!.9ERS
, Burnett, David Bondur Caldwell, Sue Carolyn Crenshaw,
Mrs. Sarah Jones Childers
Harold Dean Davis, Jerry Win.died Monday morning at 4, at
field Gibbs, Kenneth Wayne
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
1 Goode, Bobby Lynn Goodman,
Annie Bell Hartley. Allison3,
! James Harry Jackson, Robert
Tennessee, 1,f/here
she had
by
; Ed Kirkland, Billy Gene Lemade her home for the past
fever, Willjam-Latimer,
Martha Weeks
several years. She had been in
Virginia Ann Latimer, Spendeclining health for about two
cer Ed Millard, Leonard Pierce
,ears. Mrs. Childers was born
Ill'
There
you
are
and
Ilt•re
- Milner, Ftichert— H. Mitchell,
in March 1875.
James Logan Payne, Marvin I am and here we go.
She was first married 'to
Basketball
sason
got
off
to
a
Richard Phillips, Carol . June
John Jones in 1890. To this
Reynolds, James Lytle Rippy, big bang Tuesday night at Ken- union five children
were born,
Thomas E. Robertson, James ton. Kenton won 550-48 in the four of whom
survive. One
Milton Talley, Thomas Fant boye game. The following girls daughtett Mrs. Nannie
.
Jones
have • received suits thus far:
Wallace, Union City.
Carlene Kendall. Betty Faye Evans passed away about 23
WEAKI.EY--Charles Mitchell Peeples, Peggy Peeples, Doris
tars ago. Several years after
Culver, David Winslow Culver, Harris. Janice Vincent.
the death of her husband. Mrs.
Nina
Sherry Ann Fisher, Billy Byrd Elliot, Guynell Payne. Joan Jones. was married
to Tom
Foster, James Wrendell Fowl- Maynard.
Nancy
Faulkner, Childers, who has also preer, Jo Ann H. MeWherter, Carolyn Neeley, Shirley Brock. ceded her in death.
A short Prayer Service was
Franklin T. Rawls, Mignon well. Diana Cunningham, Betty
Smith Wilson, Dresden; Wil- Hughes, Glenda Coates and
liam Guy Alison. Bobby Lin- last but not least yours truly.
coln, Joe Thomas Galey, Edna
The following boys have reWilkes Hatcher. Bobby Joe eived suits thll.; far: Jimmy
Orr, Billy Eugene Porter, Joe Pruitt, Tommy Hughes, James
Ray Puckett, Greenfield; Ed- Stoker. James Lefuze, Jerry
I. tit t
I n 1.in I i
l.iaas
ward William Arrui, Ambrosiu Alston. Morris Taylor. Morgan
5.5.1
_
Nov
Bolandrina, Edwin G. Burdette, Fields, Wayne Napier,
17.15
Dickie4.
Walter Gene Calton, Charles' Collier, Carl
Wade. Barry i- -NIGHT OF THE III Nil ft
Spencer Cox, Joyce Marie C. Strong, Murray Clark, Jerry
With Robert "Alt
Lee Hays, Hart and A. M. Dycus. (This
Gregory, William
TLNIBERJACK
june Carolyn Kilgore, Joyce isn't the official lineup)
With Ris it Brien
Anne Lee, Martha A. Meek, ; The King and Queen of the
Shirley A. Milton, Bobby D. 1 Harvest Festival were Lutrecia
Nelson, Bobby H. Pentecost, 1 Bennett and J-rry Hart. They
James Ephraim Poston. Ben- were the rept% -entatives of the
Sophomoi e
Class.'Everyone
that attended really had a good
time I'm sure.
Well good news for all concerned!! The Junior High basketball girls are going to get
new suits this year, for the
first time in six years. Congratulations girls!!
This is the week for six.
weeks tests.
Everyone goes
around with their nose in a
book and their fingers crossed.
We are glad to see. Brenda
Choate back in school. She
has been a patient in Jones's
Hospital.

•

104
4
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. 4F.?

•
:
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SENSATIONAL PRIC.,.

jamin
Mc. Pritchett, Mary
Alice Ramer, Robert Glenn
Smith, Mary Emily
Welch,
Martin; James Cecil Cantrell,
Jerry Lee Jones, Charles Henry
McWherter, Carol Faith
Pentecost, Palmersville; Billy
Joe Moons. Sharon.
_

DRIVE-IN THEATRE
Fulton & Clinton

—
SAT. & SUN.
Also Monday for c,,lored

Venity O•sh

A carload buy makes this terrific offer possib e.
Selling elsewhere for more than double this
featured sal. price. Beautifully styled modern
design fashioned in Limed Oak with Genuine
Marlite plastic top with black legs, also available in Mahogany. A sensation at 619.95.

- BIG HITS: 2
Story of the Teenage
Holiday

Terror--Johnny

BOY'S PRISON
Bendix
Ifoagy Carmicael
PLUS

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
208 Lake Street

Telephone 1

9

Color Cartoon

THE MAD
HATTER

•t•••••••
&Nowt

Sunday—Monday—Tuesday—Wednesday
Judy Holliday and Paul Douglas

THE SOLID GOLD CADILLAC
STARTS THCRSDAY, NOVEMBER 22 —
"LOVE ME TENDER" Starring ELVIS
PRESLFI—The Prerues of This Movie Are
Playing Arne Al This Theatre.

liectro-Pak
BATTERY
* Carries nationwide .
guarantee

Although we aren't conscious
of the fact. most of us are
''right-eyed" on "left-eyed" just
as we are right-handed or lefthanded. Figures show that in
80 per cent of the people, the
right eye dominates the vision,
while the left eye takes over
in 25 per cent of the cases
studied. The remaining 15 per
cent alternate.

— OPEN

EASY
TERMS

NI OMS NI
MM1MMIMIIM
111 VMS ml.1111
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• P•rfiet ter Lives.
leesa,Dee 011k•
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ILI:Goodrich Offers

Big, Full-Size!
Plastic Top!

[sK SENSATION

2 BIG ACTION
HITS

vrot
SlitGING

SOUTH FULTON
SCHOOL NEWS

ARLITE DRIVE-IN

WATCH FOR THESE
HOT NUMBERS" SOON
"TEENAGE REBEL"
"OPPOSITE SEX"
"BETWEEN HEAVEN
& HELL"
"LOVE ME TENDER"
"YOUNG GUNS"
& MANY MANY OTHERS

fIll)RS - FRI. - SAT.

ORPNEUM

LET'S ALL CO TO
As

Don't Shoot Mailman!
Folks, The Mail
Time Changed

held at the residence of her
daughti
Mrs. Hartley; near
Allison& Than., after which
the body was brought to Fulservices were held at
ton
the Hornbeak Funeral Chapel
afternoon
Wednesday
at 3,
with Bev. John Laida. officiatmg. Burial
W:Liiii
Rock
Springs. Cemetery.
She leaves three sons, W.
A. Jones of Fulton, Marvin C.
Jones and GiSorge W. Jones,
Loth of Jackson. Michigan, one
.--Mr&----Annie -- Hell
Hartley of Allison& Tennessee,•
Ill grandchildren and 19 gnat-

Top Color Western

You can get "Guaranteed Service*
et any of the thousands of B. F.
Goodrich dealers.

F

Goodrich

ectraa

This improved tir-therge battery
insures that your new hatters- is at
full strength when you bus it and
%ill last longer than old-fashioned
uct-tharged !mitt:ries.

* Longer service

itr,i
,
fiReetil

$12.95

A new cobalt-silver plate structure
resists deterioration, giving this
new battery longer life.

EXCHANGE
FOR ANY
6-VOLT SYSTEM

Four dt,fiffent 6-volt styles are
available at this price.

$15.95

EXCHANGE
FOR AN':
I2-VOLT SYSTEM

Three different I2-volt styles
are available at this price.

PRICES Al01111 INCLUDII INSTALLATION

AS 100
LOW
AS
DOWN

INSTALLED
IN YOUR CAR

CHARLIE SCATES STORES
MiARTIN, TENN.
315 Lindell
Phone 4, 14

FULTON, KY.

216 Church Street
Phone 389

JOIN THE SAFE DRIVER LEAGUE

Jeffrey Hunter
Mitzi Gaynor

3 YOUNG TEXANS-

* Dry-charged

B.F.Goodrich

B.EGoodrich

Mailman!
e Mail
anged

Liaten to

WFUL for Latest news!

e mail man
t lie best he
n reachminutes later
:here's a reamaster
Jaek
changes in
inci postoffice
made *1 neeesdeliveries on
routes thirty
iat letter will
,ven better if
itly tut the

tolk Owe*
Illsetag dem
L.New down r iyinentft
and Kaay Terms isles

BENNETT ELECTRIC
LI ;

Main

runes

to appear.

KING-O-HEAT

. - SAT.

TION

The Perfected

MAGAZINE HEATER

MI& LULA WILIMILSON.,
Mrs. Lula Wilkerson, 68, wife
of the Hey. J. A. Wilkerson,
died eat ly Wednesday, Uov. 7,
at Haws Memorial Hospital following a "heart attack.
The Rev. Wilkerson is pastor
of the New
Hope Baptist
Church, where funeral services
were held
-Thursday
with the Rev. J, R. Hamlin
officiating. Burial was in the
church cemetery.
Besides her husband she is
survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Eugene Megdy, Wingo,
and Mrs. Paul Lackey, Memphis; three sons, Glenn Wilkerson, Dukedom; Ralph Wilkerson, Pompton Plains, N. J.:
and Roy Wilkerson, Memphis;
two sisters, Mrs. Luther Barber, Palmersville, Tenn., and
Mrs. Tom Brundige, Latham,
Tenn., a brother, Wulis Harris, Palmersville, and a half
sister, Mrs. Pete Byers, Dukedom.

W
r
i

V /01
—Maximum value in heating economy

rf

NtE LOVEJOY
••••••••

__saves TIME
--Saves

CLEANING

All types of insurance
SAVE ! GET

First of a series of weekly
news articles of interest to
tobacco growers In the Western
District. Released
by
Holmes Ellis, General Manager of Western Dark Fired
Tobacco
Growers
Association, Murray, Kentucky.
The 1956 crop of dark-fired
tobacco in. the Western District is expected to exceed 141
/
2
million pounds, an increase of
approximately 250,000 pounds
over last year and the largest
crop since 1949.
The dark air-cured (onesucker) crop is expected to be
about the same as the 1955
crop of 2,822.692 pounds marketed at Mayfield and Murray.
The loan rate or support
price will be approximately
$1.50 per hundred higher than
last year for dark-fired and
about $1.00 per hundred increase over last year for darkair-cured tobacco.
The quality of this crop is
' believed to be superior to last
year following a more favorable growing season. The new

our

--Saves COAL

PACKAGE DEAL

—Correst Size for YOUR
NEEDS

-Covering everything'

Homemakers News

All of th,. homemakers have
received
information this
309 East Walnut St.
month for making interesting,
attractive, and nutritious salFulton, Ky.
Pboae 408
-ads.
The Rush Creek club had an
See it today at
all-day meeting at the Sylvan
Shade club house on Oct. 9
MOTEL with Mrs. Clint Workman and
DUTCH
Mrs. iLeon Jones as hostess.
:t•ttitt it tti.,.1 %I It ‘\
The salad lesson was given by
51.1 torld. hi
Mrs. Joe Atwell and Mrs. DonFOOD stettli
ald Mabry. Twelve members
Ni:,11 \I) lilt' (lilt h.
attended the meeting.
II h.-re the 1 ru der
er,I inc
Phone 35
ItheVictory
Homemakers
Geo Brand • - • • Owner
met Oct. 16 at the Lodgeston
club hou.Se with Mrs. Erwin
Bard
as
hostess.
Nineteen
members were present. Their
For Expert TV
salad lesson. was given by Mrs.
Ernest Jenkins and Mrs. John
Davis. They prepared a tray
Service Call Us Now
of derhonstration salads which
were used as part of the noon
It takes a thoroughly
meal.
trained TV technician to
October 11 was the date for
the Sylvan Shade meeting held
trouble in your set
in their community house. Mrs.
M. C. Roper and Mrs. Leonard
d repair it correctly.
were hostesses.
B. Maddox
members and
one
Eighteen
.Call us promptly for
1:17i4tor attended the meeting.
Their devotional was given by
Guaranteed Repairs!
Mrs. H. E. Harrington. Mrs.
Bobby
and Mrs.
Brasfield
Maddox gave the lesson on
salads and served some salads
to the members.
306 MAIN STREET
FULTON
PHONE 307
Cayce Homemakers met Oct.
25 in the home of Mrs. Samuel Holly. Mrs. Lyle Shuck
gave the devotional on Signposts (if Work. Sixteen members answered roll call with
their favorite salad dressing
Co
rsceipe
Mrs. Holly and Mrs. Forrest
leat+44*4414S 00te
McMurry gave the lesson on
several
made
salads. They
tasty salads and dressings that
were served with the potluck
dinner
Mrs. Jo Westpheling and
Mrs. Mary Nelle Wright came
to the meeting and made a
was
which
recording
ta pe
played over W. F. U. L. Friday
*•
morning at 9:30. Hope many of
you heard their recording. The
At the Capitol Plaza—a hotel of unusual
Brownsville club will have one
charm located opposite the Union Station
this month.
Homemakers
Fulton
The
Plaza. Noted for its genuine hospitality.
their Oct. 31 meeting at
held
comfortable accommodations, and for its
the K.. U. office. Fifteen memunusual food. Parking Lots and near by
bers answered roll call giving their favorite salad dressGarage facilities. Radio in every room.
ing recipe. They enrolled two
Air-conditioned guest rooms available.
new members and had one
visitor.
300 modern rooms from $3
Mrs. Robert Holland and
Mrs. Ernest Brady gave the
salad lesson and made samples
of salad dressings. Salads were
demonstrated including some
suitable for Halloween.
The Fulton club has sponWASHINGTON. D.C.
sored two handicraft work
E. J. HARRIS, Managing Director
days—one for members to do
HENRY J. LEMANSK1. Gen.r.21 Manager
gadget painting and one for
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• NEW HOPE NEWS

crop will carry considerably
less "houseburn" as curing
conditions were also more favorable especially for the earlier cuttings.
Market opening • dates- have
not been scheduled for either
tyase; however, one-sucker crop
sales usually begin about December 1st. Stripping of the
one-sucker crop is underway' in
some communities and growers
are urged to use more than
normal care in classing and
stripping as it is expected that
mixed and green tobaccos will
not share in the increased loan
rate. The exact loan rates will
be announced following conferences with officials of the
Commodity Credit, Corporation
of the United States Department of Agriculture in Washington in the near future.
Next week we will present
recommendations
of
dealers
who are exporting tobacco to
Europe
for
suggestions
on
classing and stripping of tobacco for the highest market price.
non-members to finish wooden
bowls. Someone
trays and
should give them a "button".
The project leaders have recieyed __the lesson on "Make
Your Work Easier" which was
given ID them by Miss Frances
Stallard. Home Management
Specialist from the University
of Ky. I- am extremely in'erested in this lesson, especially
since Mrs. Albert Moss said to
me, "Just wait until you hear
this lesson."
Just almost left out the
Bennett club report and they
had a good one. They met Oct.
11 in the home of Mrs. Clifton Linton with Mrs. L P. Carney as co-hostess. Eighteen
members and 4 visitors were
present. The project leaders,
Mrs. Harry Hancock and Mrs.
Carney said that we could be
slimmer and healthier by eating more salads. This part of
the meal can be prepared
quickly and easily without always following certain rules.
Many beautiful salads were
prepared and sampled by the
members. The Bennett club
also had a work-day Oct. 25
when (9) nine members and 1
visitor
worked on
wooden
trays,
baskets
and
copper
planters. Visitors are always
welcome at the work-days.
Gen. John Hunt Morgan raided Mt. Sterling, June 8, 1884. He
was shot and killed by Union
officers at Greenville, Tenn.,
Sept. 4, 1884.
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Mrs. Elmer Walston • Bore" and the- "Hyochondraic
Bore" and the "Snob Bore", or
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Webb "name dropper." Not all bores
and grandson, Duane C. Young, are talkative; there is even the
motored to Dewith, 1.11. last "Strong, Silent Bore." The varweek end where they visited ieties are endless, all characttheir son, Mr. and Mrs. Duane erized by intense absorption in
Webb and sons. Duane is teach- oneself.
hig English in one of the
Miss Wylie regards boredom
schools there. They also visit- as a serious, infectious, spiried the zoo ailuarium, Chicago tual sickness. It can be cured
Natural History Museum and if caught before it becomes
other interesting places in Chi- chornic. The cure: to "stay alive and interested not only in
cago.
• Mr. and Mrs:. Elmer Walston our own affairs but in the afwere last Sunday dinner guests fairs of the world around us."
in the home of Mrs. Ila Ran- The man who is never bored,
dell of Bardwell. Other guests never bores others.
The writer advises all boreswere Mr. Oran Walston and
son, Raphel, of Mounds, Ill. and potential bores to heed the
Miss Patsy* Latta, a student prayer of the old Scot: "0
at the Draughn's Business Col- Lord, keep me alive while I
lege in Memphis spent the am still living."
week-end with her parents,
In 1836, Gen. Sata Anna,
Mr. and Mrs. Clois Latta.
Mexico,
or
was
Mrs. Lorene Pressley return- president
ed to her home Saturday after brought to Kentucky as a prispending several weeks with soner of Gen. Sam Houston,
who was sending him to Washhee_children in St. Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Webb ington for safekeeping.
visited Mrs. Alice Walker and
son, Webb, Saturday night.'
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston
visited his cousin, Mrs. Bertha Foresee, in Mayfield Sunday afternoon.

McDade and McDade To
Construct County Road
A contract for construction
on the Troy-Rush Creek road
in Fulton county has been awarded the McDade & McDade
of Fulton, Ky. according to an
announcement by Bert Kiser,
Commissioner of Highways.
The company submitted a
low bid of $43,328.28. The contract calls for Bituminous surface class C-1

FOR THE

BEST
IN GOOD

USED
.

FURNITURE

BURROW CANNON
& BURROW

SEE

EXCHANGE

IF YOU'RE A BORE
YOU CAN BE CURED

Insurance and Real Estate
For Best Service in Fire
and Automobile Insurance
SEE

207 CHURCH ST.

V you think you're a bore,
the chances are you're not,
writes I. A. R. Wylie in the
November issue of the Reader's

Charley Stephenson

PHONE 35

Digest. The outstanding characteristic of the bore is that he
never knows it.
Miss Wylie says that, the
bore is "too self-satisfied, too
insensitive, or too bust entertaining himself to be concerned
with his effect on others."
There is a cure for him, however, if he can only be made
to realize his sad condition.
There are a vast number and
variety of bores, the writer
One of the worst exarnples is the "narrator who
starts a story with its grandmother, explores every branch
of its family tree and ends up
with remote descendants."
Then there is the "Jokester

IPELINE

ie•-irina Aid Batteries

Complete Line
For all makes of hearing aids!
%Filet our Hearing Aid Departsisal at your first opportunity.

CITY DRUG CO.
NS Lake Street

Phone 70,

CO.

REG.30.9 ETHYL 32.9

011.111,

l

FURNITURE

No. I Lake St.

Phone 9188

24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE — WE NEVER CLOSE
a

It's that new V8 in the 17 Chevrolet.
as quiet as a contented oat and
as solooth as ereant ... and it's
oat-quick in response when you call
for action!
It's

No household tabby sitting in a sunny
window ever purred more softly than
Chevy's new V8 engine. You can
scarcely tell when it's idling.

But when you nudge the accelerator,
you know it's there, all right! Its rightnow response keeps yoti out of highway
emergencies. It overpowers steep hills
with such ease they seem like level
landscape.
This new Chevrolet V8 puts up to 245
high-compression horsepower* under
your command! It's sassy, sure—but as
tame to your touch as a purring pussycat. Come try the smoothest V8 you
ever put a toe to.

usA
•2704... 4 also available or
extra cost. Also Roanei heel
inlection engines with sp is

213 isp.

that purr you hear is
no pussycat

"Your Home Improvement Hqts
"FHA APPROVED"
NOTHING down . . 60 days before first payment . . . THREE years to pay. We handle ALL
papers for you; no strings, no red tape. (An FHA
loan does not affect your original home loan)
FARMERS TERMS available on quarterly Payments.
INSULATION (blown -in, pre-fab, storm sash,
vents)
ROOFING:: (Built-up, shingle, bonded)
FLOOR COVERING: (Rubber, vinal)
SIDING: (Insulating, asbestos, cedar, aluminum)
PEST CONTROL
Pay

STORM WINDOWS
AND DOORS
Weather light insulation

IE

1

comfort,
;ill-s inter
SU reS
stops fuel v. isle.
conaluminum
•Fatiuring
struction.
'No changing or storing.
•We Invite your inquiries; no
obligation to buy, of course'

Fulton Roofing an Insulation Co.
lll Washington Street Next to Telephone office

Phone 557

Sweet, smooth and sassy! The 5.1 Air Sport Coupe with Body by Fisher.

Only franchised (Metro/et denierc

display this femurs q tr

TAYLOR CHMOLET CO. INC.
110 Lake Si.

Phone 38

Fulton, Ky.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
&LL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
SPECIAL: living room suites:
divan, two chairs, two end
tables, one coffee- table an
two table lamps for $109.95
new at Wades used. Trade
with Wade and Save. Wade's
Used furniture store, 112
Main Street, phone 478.

FOR THE BEST Deal On Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James 0. Butts at The
Harvey
Caldwell
Co.,
DRIVE-IN 'Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment.
NOTICE: extra
nice living
room suites at bargain 1st-ices
at Wade's Used. See Arthur
Matheny today; he is waiting
to trade. Trade, with Wade
and Save. Wade's Used furniture store, ;112 Main Street;
phone 478.,

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our appreciation and heartfelt thanks
to all who came to us in our
recent bereavement in the loss
of our wife and mother.
'Ii) Dr. Crocker and the staff
of Haws Hospital, and the
curses for their service; to Bro.
J. R. Hamlin for his consoling
words In u
to the W. W.
Jones and Son Funeral Home
at Martin: to all who sent ftlxi,
flowers and cards, we thank
you from the depts of our
hearts. May God Bless You, is
our prayer.
—The Wilkinson Family

to wit.
Negro Struck By
Section
1.
Vehicles being
parked in the parking lot, Car, Is Dead
which is situated on the South
David Hensley. Sr 62, UrSide of Lake Street, from the
I. C. R. R. crossing at Church bana, Ill., was fatally injured
Street and the I. C. R. R. cross- near here Monday n an automg at State Line Street, shall mobile accident on Ky. 91. His
be parked within the lines de- death was the 12th traffic fatFulton County this
signated for the parking of ality in
year.
vehicles.
Hensley, a colored man died
Sectiori 2. Traffic within the
morning
Haws
at
area described in Section 1 is Tuesday
limited to oneov y and shall Memorial Hospital after being
acciden
tally struck by a car
move fifoni East (Church Street
entrance) to West (State Line driven by Mrs. Eula Nelson of
Dukedom near the Country
.trance).
Club- at 1140- a. m. Monday
Section 3. Any person operating any vehicle except as
provided in Section 1 and 2 aKit Carson, the Wait's greatbove, shall ..upon conviction in est trailmaker and Indian fightthe Police Cohrt be fined not er. was born in Madison County
less than $1.50 nor more than in 1809
$10.00 for each such offense.
Sectioh 4: All ordinances or
Save Space, Install a
parts of ordinance in conflict
herewith are as to such contlict hereby expressly repealed.
Section 5. If any clause, sentence,, Section, part or paregraph hereof is invalid, such
invalidity shall not, affect the
remaining portion hereof.
Section
6. The
ordinance
shall be in full force and ef- Put • sell to wadi
carpet of wennth on
fect on and after its adoption
r 'loom ... have
approval and publication as re.t..dy beet in
the frtbst corner",
quired by law.
Keay to install, tin
Approved 7th day of Novem- into
the well between
ber, 1956.
elbrda
W. T. Browning,
•Takes No Raw Space
Mayor
_Ike hie
Attest;
Martha Smith,
WOW
City Clerk

NOW is the time-to get - yoqr
rubber St am p7
A
_Typewriter and Adding Mac- NEED
Prompt service available at AN ORDINANCE OF THE
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
CITY OF FULTON. KENthe Fulton News office.
Peeples, Service Manager of
TUCKY, PROHIBITING
The Harvey Caldwell Com- CLOSEOUT
— Linoleum a n d PARKING
OF
N'EHICEES
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Outplastic Mocks, only 10c, 14c ON It PORTION OF
COLfitters, Phone 674.
and 15c per olock while pre- LINS STREET; PROVIDING
sent
stock
lasts.
Exchan
PENA
ge
LTY
AND EFFECTS
SANTA SAYS: Give one of
Furniture
Company,
20 7 DATE.
. there Western Flyer standard
Church
Street,
Fulton.'
bicycles! 26-inch size, regulBE IT OttDAINED by the
arly $43.95, now $38.95; 24- NO PRINTING JOB too large City Counci
l of the City of
inch size, regUlarler $42.95,
or too small for the Fulton Fulton, Kentucky as follows
,
now $37.95; 20-inch size, reNews to do for you. Best to-wit.
gularly $39.95, now $36.95.
equipped shop 'in Fulton to
Section 1. Parking of vehiWestern Auto Store, Lake
serve you. Phone 470.
cles is hereby prohibited on
Street. Fulton.
that portion of Collins Street I
WELLS DRILLED for industry
from rd Street to the South
TELEVISION SERVICE; have
and homes
Modern equip- side
7.of and
your picture tube recharged;
including the
ment, experienced workmen.
restore brightness. Guarantespans
Harris
Write or call Watson Co, bridge. "which
Fork Creek.
ed results, only $3.50. King
Phone 281, Fulton. Ky.
Section 2. Penalty for breach
Television Service, 119 South
FINE ENGRAVING of all types of this
First, Union City.
ordinance shall be a
is available at the Fulton fine
of not less than $2.50 nor
News
office. See our sam- more than $10.00
POSTED and No-hunting signsi
for each sepples; we are exclusive agents erate
for-rent signs, made to your
offense.
for the finest engraving comspecifications. Prompt serSection 3 .All ordinances or
pany in the midwest The parts
vice, economical prices. The
of ordinances in conflict
Fulton News, 209 Commerci- herewi
Fulton News, 309 Commerth are as to such conal Avenue.
cial Avenue.
flict hereby expressly repealed.
EXTRA COPIES
Section 4. This ordinance
"OP PRICES PAID for country FRUIT TREE pruning,
let Weggs. Smith's Cafe.
A. Ledbetter
prune your shall be in full force and efof
fruit trees. No job to small fect on and after its adoption,
FOR THAT Ivy League corduor too large. Phone 1416M-2, approval and publication as
The Fulton News
roy, velveteen, woolen, cotrequired by law.
Fulton, Ky. _
ton and silk visit Fulton
Approv
ed
7th
day
of Novemare on sale
Fabric Shop on Commercial HOME FURNISHINGS: wash- ber, 1956.
ing machines and refrigeraAvenue.
W. T. Browning
tors $37.50 to $69.50 at
each week at
Mayor
SALESBOOKS of all descripWade's Used. $5.00 down and
Attest;
Martha
Srioth
$1 25 per week. Trade with
tions are available from the
Fulton Newsstand
City Clerk
Wade
Fulton News. Short orders
and
Save.
Wade's
Used, 112 Main Street, phone AN
made right in our shot to
ORDINANCE OF THE
Smith's Cafe
478.
your specifications; we are
CITY OF FULTON, KENagents for the largekt sales- WE PRINT hundreds of
TUCKY, PROVIDING FOR
thousEvans Drug Store
book companies in the busiands of envelopes, statePARKINO
OF
VEHICLE ness. Let us quote you on
ments, _letterheads, business
AND
MOVEMENT
OF
your next order. The FulThe coffee Shop
cards and office forms year- TRAFFIC WITHIN PARKton News, 209 Commercial
ly for businessmen all over ING
LOT:
REPEA
I.ING
Ave.
the Ken-Tenn area, right in
Rushton's Cafe
CONFLICTING
ORDINA.
our own well-equipped shop. CES; PROVIDING SEVER
10% DISCOUNT on all remnant
Send us your next order. The ABILITY
The News Office
AND
size Gold Seal Linoleum in
EFFKCTED
Fulton News, phone 470: DATE
stock.
Exchange
Furniture
"The
printin
number
g
".
Company, 207 Church Street,
BE IT ORDAINED by the
Fulton.
STOVEPIPE, elbows, dampers, City Counci
Sc Per Copy
l of the City of
PO*ELL and SuDY. Snoe Restove boards, etc. Exchange Fulton, Kentuc
ky, as fbllow-,
Furniture
pair offers you prompt accuCompany,
2U
rate service at moderate cost.
Church Street, Fulton.
204 Church Street. Fulton.
FIVE SIZES of blank shipping
ENGLISH walnut trees grafttags always in stock; from
ed on Black Walnut roots
the largest to the smallest.
are as hardy as Black WalYou can buy 'em plain or
nut trees, bear very young.
we'll print 'em for you. If
Also all kinds of fruit trees
you need shipping tags, come
and Pecans. Place your order
to the Fulton News office,1
now. W. A. Ledbetter, Ful209 Commercial evenue.
I
ton, Ky. Route 2, Phone
FOR
RENT:
Floor sanding ma- '
1416M-2 or H. L. Penick,
chine and electric floor polishSharon, Tenn.
write
or. er
and electric vacuum cleanphone.
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
UNEXPECTIM change makes
Phone 35, Church Street
available'rood Rawleigh busmess in Fulton County or CONVENIENTLY located only
a half-block off Lake Street
city of Fulton. Splendid busin the heart of downtown
mess in this district for 25
Fulton, the Fulten News is
years. Exceptional opportunready, willing and able to
ity for right man. See or
do your printing. 209 Cornwrite Myrtle Johnson, R. R.
Avenue, telephone
2, Dukedom, Tenn.--or writer mercial
470: "The Printing number."
Rawleigh's, Dept. KYK-1071- 201, Freeport, Ill.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models. $129.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
LEGAL SALE
FARM LOANS
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25,500,000 AMERICANS arc trying to rest
on over-age
t r.,A-c Air k ,ti putting up with one of thew
sleep robbers'
Do you have these Midnieht Blues'
_

Nothing
Down

GRAHAM
FURNITURE CO
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LUMPY MATTRESS? Midnight and all's wrimit. A u‘,rn-o
ut
mattress prods you in the bac and on all sides.
No comfort
in a lumpy old mattress!
L•,„.

Worth
Shouting
1 About!

Long Terms-Easy Payments

ATKINS. HOLMAN
AND FIELDS
—Insuraree— .
208 Main St

Phone

KEEP THIS AD!
Over 20,000 Arthritic and
Rheumatic Sufferers
have
taken this Medicine since it
has been on the market. It
is inexpensive, can be taken
in the home. For Free inforrnaton. give name and
address to P. 0. Box 522,
Hot Springs, Arkansas.
Bring your repair jobs to

WEBB'S

Welding, Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. -CROFT,
owner and operator.
GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.
Phone 345

Used Caterpillar Model D6
Tractor, Serial No. 9U22644,
with used Caterpillar Model
6A Dozer, Serial No. 16C11676; used Caterpillar Model
No. 46 Hydraulic Control
Unit, Serial No. 25C9374; and
used Caterpillar Model No.
25 Cable Control Unit, Serial
No. 91)34292, will be sold for
cash at public auction on our
premises at 1600 North 8th
Street, Paducah, Kentucky,
on November 17, 1958, at
10:30 A. M.
Our Credit Department will
assist responsible parties in
arranging financing if contacted before the sale. Seller
reserves right to bid.
WAYNE SUPPLY COMPANY

SURE INSURANCE
AT

LOW COST

Our

•
SAGGY MATTRESS? When springs get
weak ii) then old age,
you meOlt as v%ell .Irep in a hammock.
Old sway-back should

Exclusive Precision Process

be retired.

Gets Your Cleaning
6 Times Cleaner
You can't find better cleaning than we provide
here at PARISIAN. Our exclusire process is
gauged as accurately as precision machine
timing can scientifically do it .. . SIX TIMES
cleaner than human ability. Call PARISIAN
today; you'll see!

FOR
ASSURED
DELIVERY
FOR
THANKSGIVING
CALL US

—
WHY PAY MORE?
Wick Smith Agency

Make Thanksgiring Day free of your
laundry and cleaning worries by calling
us now.

FOR PICKUP
NOT LATER
TIIAN MONDAY

IND MIDNIGHT BLUES, begin enjoying
blissful sleep. Beauty.
rest is guaranteed for to years. That brings
the cost down to
about 2c a night. Order yours at once!

456 Lake Street
—Phones 62 or 160-W—
THIS SPINET PIANO, fully
cuaranteed will be transferred locally to responsible
party for balance on small
payments.
Write
Credit
Mgr., Joplin Piano Co., Kos
784. l'aducah, Ky.

Parisian Laundry

GRAHAM
FURNITURE COMPANY

Telephone 14
Walnut Street

•

Phone 185

